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THE WHITE HOUSE

iBC HAS S£D
/

WASHINGTON

November 25, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DICK CHENEY

FROM:

PHIL BUCHEN

f.

At our meeting on Saturday, the President
asked what Judge Stevens' views were on
environmental questions. Attached is a
memo from Ed Schmults to me in regard to
this subject.
Attachment

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 24, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

PffiL BUCHEN

FROM:

ED SCHMULTS

SUBJECT:

Opinions of John Paul Stevens
on Environmental Questions

~

Attached are three opinions of Judge Stevens on environmental
questions and one opinion on a Motor Vehicle Safety Standard.
Brief summaries of the cases are as follows:
Stream Pollution Control Board for the State of Indiana v. U. S.
Steel Corp., 512 F. 2d 1036 (7th Cir. 1975).
The Indiana Stream Pollution Control Board
brought a common law public nuisance action
against U. S. Steel to abate pollution of a
navigable stream. Appellant, a private citizen,
sought to intervene and a motion to do so was
denied below. Appellant alleged that his interests
in Lake Michigan and the environment of Indiana
might be adversely affected by the proceedings
and claimed a right to intervene under the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972.
After finding that federal jurisdiction of the State
Board's underlying claim could be founded on a
federal common law of public nuisance, Stevens
held that appellant's motion to intervene was
correctly denied. Stevens said that U. S. Steel
was in compliance with the federal Act since
the effluent standards had not yet become effective. He disagreed with a construction of the Act
that would say all effluents are prohibited until
limitations thereon are effective.

-2Stearns Electric Paste Co. v. Environmental Protection Agency,
461 F. 2d 2 93 (7th Cir. 1972).
Under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act, EPA had determined that
Petitioner's rat and roach poison, which had been
sold since 1878, was too dangerous for home use
except by commercial pest control operators.
Under the FIFRA, EPA is authorized to refuse,
or to cancel, the registration of any misbranded
poison. Stevens said that it was fair to state that
the contents of the poisons' labels were largely
irrelevant and the real question was whether the
FIFRA included a substantive standard of product
safety. Evidence was that the product was very
effective, but had caused significant mortality
and morbidity, largely resulting from suicidal
ingestions. Stevens found no statutory support
for application of a substantive standard of
product safety to misuse of a product. "Without
such support, the formulation of substantive
standards of product safety by an administrative
agency expands the scope of administrative
discretion beyond permissible limits." He said
that the fact that a legislature may react slowly
to obvious dangers cannot justify an agency's
policy determinations that are not authorized by
statute. The EPA cancellation order was set aside.
U.S. v. Ewig Bros. Co., Inc., 502 F. 2d 715 (7th Cir. 1974).
The question was whether DDT and Dieldrin in
smoked chubs taken from the Great Lakes are
"food additives" within the meaning of the Federal,
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. If the answer is
yes, then presumably all fish in the Great Lakes /
are "adulterated" within the statutory definition
and, therefore, EPA could eliminate all such
fish from our food supply. Stevens found that
the presence of DDT in fish caused "adulteration"
in fish within the meaning of federal law. He
found that the government's enforcement guidelines
were based on adequate standards of measurement

*

This point was made in the opinion to indicate that the question of
statutory interpretation had to be approached with much care, although
even a cautious interpretation did lead the Court to conclude in favor
of the Government's case.

-3-

and the government had proved that those guidelines were exceeded repeatedly and, therefore,
the federal law had been violated.
H & H Tire Company v. U.S. Department of Transportation, (7th
Cir. 1972).
Under the Nation Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety
Act, DOT had prescribed a standard requiring
re-treaded tires to meet the same performance
specifications as those established for new tires.
The Act stated that all standards should be
"reasonable, practical and appropriate. "
Petitioner alleged that the re-tread standard did
not satisfy these criteria. The court found no
economic analysis or adequate investigation of
practicability by DOT and set aside the re-tread
standards. Stevens, in a concurring opinion,
said that what the government agency had done,
in effect, was to tell car owners that they cannot
buy re-treaded tires. He said that the agency
should identify the costs associated with the
standard and determine whether the costs are
overridden by reasonably predictable benefits;
since he found no such consideration, Stevens
agreed that DOT had failed to perform its
statutory duty.
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t:.~\'IROSllENTAL PROTECTION
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May 11, 1972.
Argued Dec. 10, 1971.
Decided May 11, 1972.

its proposed policy statement before
issuing interpretation pertaining to labeling of phosphorous paste products
and in giving industrywide notice of its
proposed position. Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2 et
seq., 4, 7 u.s.c.A. §§ 135 et seq., 135b.
S. Poisons ¢=>2

Availability to registered poison
manufacturer of an evidentiary hearing
before registration cancellation order is
effective, together with safeguard of appellate review, adequately protects a registrant's procedural rights in proceeding
under Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
and Rodenticide Act to cancel registraFederal Insecticide, Fungicide,
Petition by manufacturer of phos- tion.
and
Rodenticide
Act, §§ 2(z) (2), 4(c},
~horous paste rodenticide for review of
,.,r-d<'r of the administrator of environ- 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2), 135b(c).
!f•tntal protection agency which canceled
¢=>2
~.•wufacturer's registrations of its prod- 4. Poisons
Under the Federal Insecticide, Fun;;<t and .banned the phosphorous paste
gicide, and Rodenticide Act, the burden
irnm home use. The Court of Appeals, of proof in a registration cancellation
:it,.,·en!l, Circuit Judge, held that appli- proceeding that the registration com. Ation of standard that product is "mis- plied with the statute was on the regis~·randell" because when used in accord- trant. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
anre with commonly recognized practice and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2(z) (2), 4(c),
1t ill injurious to living man was beyond
7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2), 135b(c).
tr..- authority Congress had delegated to
th<' Environmental Protection Agency 5. Poisons"cg;.2
In order to be entitled to registra;:nMr the Federal Insecticide, Fungition
under the Federal Insecticide, Funod... , and Rodenticide Act when applied
gicide,
and Rodenticide Act, the economto phosphorous paste rodenticide from
ic
poison
product must be at least as ef"hich harm had occurred only by misfective as the registrant claims it to be.
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and RoCancellation orders set aside.
denticide Act, §§ 2(z) (2), 4(c), 7 U.S.
C.A. §§ 135(z) (2), 135b(c).
1. Arrlculture ¢=>9
Interpretation by Environmental 6. Poisons ¢=>2
Evidence established that regisl'rotection Agency of Federal Insectinde, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act trant's phosphorous paste rodenticide
"1lh respect to labeling of phosphorous met standard for registration under
i..l."te products was mere announcement Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Roof the agency's position which did not denticide Act that the product be at
"·•"'e legal effect of regulation. Federal least as effective as the registrant
huc-cticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide claimed it to be. Federal Insecticide,
.\ct. §§ 2(z) (2), 4(c), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2(z)
(2), 4(c), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2),
ll5il) (2}, 135b(c).
135b(c).

t. Hnlth and Environment ¢=>25.5
Although not required by law to do
10• Environmental Protection Agency
..:ted properly in soliciting comments on

7. Poisons ¢=>3
Evidence of long history of use of
registrant's phosphorous paste rodenti-

..'

.
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cide, involving broad distribution and
numerous repeat orders, coupled with
absence of claims or evidence that injury had actually resulted from use of
product in compliance with directions,
was sufficient to make prima facie
1
sho'Ying
that the label accompanying the
product contained directions for use and
a warning or caution statement which,
if complied with, was adequate to prevent injury to living man and other vertebrate animals, vegetation, and useful
invertebrate animals. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, §
2(z) (2), (2) (c, d, g), 7 u.s.c.A.
§ 135(z) (2), (2) (c, d, g); Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, §§ 402,
403, 501, 502, 21 u.s.c.A. §§ 342, 343,
. 351, 352.

10. Poisons €:=>8
The "intricate balance" test of misbranding of economic poison was not ap.
propriate in proceeding for cancellation
of registration of phosphorous paste rodenticide, a product which was harmful
only when not used in compliance with directions and which was harmful to srle·
cific individuals rather than to the total
environment. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, § 2(z) (2).
(2) (c, d, g), 7 u.s.c.A. § 135(z) (2J.
(2) (c, d, g); Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act, §§ 402, 403, 501, 502, 21
u .s.c.A. §§ 342, 343. 351, 352.
11. Poisons €:=>2
In any balancing test used to measure the acceptability of public sale of
poisonous substances, it is imperative
that the emotional impact of dramatic
but unfortunate tragedies not be permit·
ted to weigh too heavily on the scales.
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro·
denticide Act, § 2(z) (2), (2) (c, d, g),
7 u.s.c.A. § 135(z) (2), (2) (c, d, g);
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.
§§ 402, 403, 501, 502, 21 u.s.c.A. §§ 342.
343, 351, 352.

8. Poisons €:=>3
Registrant made prima facie case
that its phosphorous paste product,
when used as roach and water bug killer, was not misbranded when used as directed or in accordance with commonly
recognized practice. Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, § 2(z)
(2), (2) (c, d, g), 7 u.s.c.A. § 135(z) · 12. Poisons €:=>3
The danger of misuse of poisonous
(2), (2) (c, d, g); Federal Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, §§ 402, 403, 501, 502, product is a proper subject of regulatory
concern which must be related to the
21 u.s.c.A. §§ 342, 343, 351, 352.
form of the labels. Federal Insecticide.
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2(ZJ
(2), 4(c), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2),
9. Health and Environment €:=>25.5
The standard to mPasure the net in- 135b(c).
jury resulting from use of economic poison in compliance with directions de- 13. Poisons €:=>3
Standard that a product is mis·
pends on the intricate balance between
branded whenever its label fails to pre·
the benefit and dangers to public health
vent injury to man is too strict and i~
and welfare resulting from its use and
not proper in proceeding to cancel re!>ri~·
the administrator of the Environmental
tration of poisonous substance under th•-'
Protection Agency must determine and
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro·
weigh the nature and magnitude of foredenticide Act. Federal Insecticide, Fun·
seeable hazards associated with use of
gicide, and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2(z) l 2'.
particular product against the nature
4(c), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2), 135b(c··.
and the benefit conferred by the use of
the product. Federal Insecticide, Fungi€:=>2
cide, and Rodenticide Act, § 2(z) (2), 14. Poisons
Fact that phosphorous paste rodcn·
. (2) (c, d, g), 7 u.s.c.A. § 135(z) (2), ticide was subject to misuse was not
(2) (c, d, g); Federal Food, Drug, and sufficient reason for administrator of
· Cosmetic Act, §§ 402, 403, 501, 502, 21 Environmental Protection Agency tv
u.s.c.A. §§ 342, 343, 351, 352.
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t.tncd its registration under the Federal
Jc.,o«ticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
. \tl. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
~..knticide Act, §§ 2(z) (2), 4(c), 7 U.
:' C.A. §§ 135(z) (2), 13Sb(c).
u. pol!wns ¢::>3
111olated incident of misuse causing
urm. or even death, to particular indi, 1dual is not within contemplation of the
phrase "injury to man" within statute
f'ro\'iding that any economic poison shall
r... considered misbranded if the label
dot's not contain warning or caution
•tAtement adequate to prevent injury to
h\·in~r man. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide _Act, §§ 2(z) (2),
tic), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2), 135b(c).
See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

Ill Poisons «S=>3

A statute, such as the Federal InFungicide, and Rodenticide
Act. which is primarily a regulation of
labels necessarily assumes that the gent'ral public does heed warning; a fair
re:~pect for the statute requires rejection
of test of misbranding predicated on total illiteracy or universal disregard of
instructions. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2(z) (2),
·He), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2), 135b(c).
~'l·ticide,

17. Poisons cS=>3
The adequacy of a label on a poisonous product will be affected by the nature of the message to be conveyed and
the ability of the reader to comprehend
its meaning and if product is not safe
unless intricate or esoteric instructions
printed in small type are followed with
precision, use by laymen, even if reasonably careful, would create obvious risk
of injury to man. Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2(z)
12) 4(c), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2),
135b(c).

18. Poisons ¢::>3
Disregard by consumer of conspicuous warning such as "POISON-KEEP
AWAY FROM CHILDREN," would constitute gross negligence. Federal In-

secticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act,
§§ 2(z) (2), 4(c), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z)
(2), 135b(c).
19. Poisons «S=>3
The
Environmental
Protection
Agency has adequate power under the
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act to require the elimination
of possible ambiguity in labeling of dangerous product by requiring appropriate
revi3ions and more emphatic warnings.
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2(z) (2), 4(c), 7 U.S.
C.A. §§ 135(z) (2), 135b(c).
20. Health and Environment «S=>25.5
Poisons <1:=>3

Application of standard that product is "misbranded" because when used
in accordance with commonly recognized
practice it is injurious to living man
was beyond the authority Congress had
delegated to the Environmental Protection Agency under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act
when applied to phosphorous paste rodenticide from which harm only occurred by misuse. Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, §§ 2(z)
(2), 4(c), 7 U.S.C.A. §§ 135(z) (2).
135b(c).
2L Poisons «S=>3

The phrase "commonly recognized
practice" as used within labeling provisions of Federal Insecticide, Fungicide
and Rodenticide Act relate to common
practices which are "recognized" in the
sense that they are approved by widespread custom or practice. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
Act, § 2(z) (2) (d, g), 7 U.S.C.A. §
135(z) (2) (d, g).
See publication 'Vords and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

22. Poisons «S=>3

Provision of Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act that any
economic poison shall be considered misbranded if, when used as directed or in
accordance with commonly recognized
practice, it shall be injurious to living
man, does not apply to rodenticides.

..
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Federal lnsecu"cide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, § 2(z) (2) (d, g), 7 U.S.
C.A. § 135z(2) (d, g).
23. Poisons <'?3
Manufacturer of phosphorous paste
rodenticide made prima facie case in
registration cancellation proceeding that
its product was not mislabeled. Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide
Act, § 2(z) (2), 4(c), 7 U.S.C.A. §§
135(z) (2), 135b(c).

I

I

I
i

Esther 0. Kegan, Michael G. Berkman, of Kegan, Kegan & Berkman, Chicago, Ill., for petitioner.
Charles Blaine Fielding, Office of the
General Counsel, U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Alan S. Rosenthal,
Robert E. Kopp, Department of Justice,
L. Patrick Gray, III, Asst. Atty. Gen.,
Michael C. Farrar, Asst. Gen. Counsel,
Washington, D. C., for respondent.
Before KILEY, FAIRCHILD
STEVENS, Circuit Judges.

and

STEVENS, Circuit Judge.
The labeling of economic poisons is
regulated by the Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).1 All such poisons distributed
in interstate commerce must be regis1. 61 Stat. 163, 7 U.S.C. §§ 135-135k.

I

I

l

2. 7 U.S.C. § 135b. The administration of
FIFRA, which was initially entruste<l to
the Secretary of Agriculture, is now committed to the Administrator of the En·
vironmental Protection Agency by virtue
of Reorganization Plan Xo. 3 of 1970, 35
Fcd.Reg. 156::!3, 8.,1 Stat. 208G, 5 U.S.C.
App., p. 609 (1970 ed.) (effective December 2, 1970).
3. 7 l.T.S.C. § 135b(c). The statute authorizes the A<lministrutor to refuse registration if it does not a11pear ''that the
article is suc·h us to warrant the propose<!
claims for it or if the article and its labeling and other material required to be submitted do not <'Om!lly with the [Act].

"

7 l.T.S.C. § 135(z) (2) provides that any
economic poison shall be consi<lere<l misbranded:
"(c) if the labeling accompanying it
does not contain directions for use which

tered with the Administrator of the E::vironmental Protection Agency.2 T!-.~
Administrator is authorized by FIFR.\
to refuse, or to cancel, the registratiro~,
of any poison that is rpisbranded.a
Since 1878 petitioner has been sellin.:
phosphorous paste for home use as a rat
and roach poison.
Its English anrJ
Spanish language labels, as modifi, ,1
from time to time, have been registen:•!
since shortly after the registration r•··
quirement became effective in 1947. Or:
January 4, 1971, the Administrator can
celled these registrations on the grounri
that phosphorous paste is too poisonoiJ·
for use in the home except by commercial pest control operators.
The cancellations were precipitated bv
a review of petitioner's labels, but it 1•
fair to state that the contents of the labels were irrelevant to the determinatio;;
that the product was too dangerous to b·:
permitted in the home. The evidencP
plainly showed that phosphorous paste i.
extremely toxic, that it possesses "great
potential for harm," as the Hearing Examiner found, and that both adults ano
children have been killed or hospitalizcc
by misuse of the product. On the other
hand, there is no finding, and little o:
no evidence, of mortality or morbidity
resulting from the use of the product ir.
compliance with the directions on tht·
are necessary and if complied with ad~
quate for the protection of the public :
(d) if the label does not contain a
warning or caution statement which may
be necessary and if complied with ade·
quate to prevent injury to living man
and other vertebrate animals, vegetation.
and useful invertebrate animals ;

•

•

•

•

•

(g) if in the case of an insecti<'ide.
nematocide, fungicide, or herbicide when
used as directed or in accordance with
commonly recognized practice it shall b••
injurious to living man or other verte·
brute animals, or vegetation. except
. weeds, to which it is applied, or to the
person applying such economic poison:"
The Administrator mny suspend the ri'J:·
istration during a cancellation proceeding
if he finds that the insecticide presents an
"immir.ent hazard" to the public.
i
U.S.C. § 135b(c).

·.
STEARNS ELEC. PASTE CO. v. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AG'CY
Cite as

labeJ:1 The theory of the cancellation
nrdcr was succinctly explained by the
Go,·ernment's principal witness who testifiecl "that the general public is ineapable of handling these things and following directions." 5
Petitioner's challenge to the can cellations raises both procedural and substantive questions of first impression.G
At the heart of the controversy is the
question whether FIFRA includes a
·'substantive standard
of
product
safety 7," and if so, what that standard
is. Because of the novelty and impor;ance of the iscmes, we shall state the
facts in some detail, then review the
statute, and finally test the findings
against it.
I.
Stearns Electric Brand Paste is an inexpensive and effective killer of rodents,
-1. Tlie J u<Ecial Officer's conclusions, wlopt-

ing the recommem1:1tions of the Hearing
Examinn, containe•l tllf' following some,,J:nr amLiguvllS strrtr·ment:
'·The reeoru herein and the record ·
br·fore the then Director, Pestiddcs Regulation Didsion, 1•rior to the promulgation of Interpretation 2G, demonstrate
numerous instances of morbidity or injn~·y esver·ially to ehildren and fatalities
,.,,,nlting from the a<:ei<lf•ntal ingestion
of pho.,phorus paste inseetici<le and
rouen~iciue when utili~e<l a~ •lirectl·rl and
when misused based on what appears
to he the best data available although
such dam is limited in seope and is often
lacking in detailed information." A.271.
Ho\\·evcr, us noted in the text, there is
no specific finding of injury from Stearns
l'as-tP when u,;erl as dirccte<l. Certainly, it
is impm;sihle from the cvi<hmce or the fill<lin;:;s to appraise the extent of such injury.
·•;~2

to get it perfpr~t1y clf•Qr
as ·Dade County, \vllicb has
arnon; the better rceordkeeping offices in
the country, there is no cvidcnee of any
death in the proper usc of Stearns Paste
in a~cor<lancc \Yith the label direction?
"A That's correct. I have no argument
with that, and my only comment-I nm
not saying it to be argunH:ntntivc-·-bnt
juo;t amplifying my philosophy on the use
of poisons by the general public, my only
comment is that the general public is
inca{,able of handling these things an<) fol-

Sc, I

I hat

w:tltt

roaches, ·water bngs and similar pests.
The active ingredient in Stearns Pasteis white phosphorus, a highly toxic substance, for which-as is true of most
8
poisons-there is no known antidote.
Phosphorous paste is the only kind of
poison \vhich is sold as both a rodenticide and roach killer. It is also the only
product sold by petitioner. If an adult
swallows over half a tube, "the odds
are" that the ingestion will be fatal.
Ingestion of much smaller quantities
may prove fatal to children. The record
plainly supports the finding that the
product possesses "great potential for
harm." (A. 269, Judicial Officer's decision.)
Petitioner
markets
its
product
through distributors and by direct mail.
About 300,000 tubes are sold annually at
a retail price of about 69 cents per tube.
Since each tube contains enough paste
"I mean, we art~ <lealing here with a
class of people for 1.1w most part who cannot rearl or write. \Ye now ha\·e a major
• RPgrnent of our sol"ict:-· •lawn there who arc
t;vanish-speaking, and reatl Spanish. I
<lon't know if the laLels--in faC't, I have
seen no cvi<l~uce of Spanish labels on
many of our JlCstiC'i<les and haznnlous
produds that nrc ma<le available to the
puhlie.
''It is my eonsidere<l opinion that the
- public has the votential, and it is a real
votential, of abusing and misnsing a pro<lud, all<l therefore, we have to consider
when we release products to the pnhlic
this real potential.
"It is always there, and this is one of
the major factors that we have to consider in reference to certifying anything
· that is made available to the public." Tr.
31()-317. Execrpt from testimon~· of Dr.
J osrph Davis.
5.

a~ fc~r

1un-ing (1irection~->.
4&1 F.2d-19'12
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I~~~:~pondt_:nt lut·s <l1lvis•:d ,_::-..; rh:1.t thr~ or:1r·r
unrler re,·ic"' in this litigation \VH:::i tl~P
first final e:mcellation order issnctl hy the
Administrator after completion of the administrative vrocPdurcil set forth in the
statute.

7. See Enviromental Defense Funtl, Im·. v.
Hardin, 138 l:.S.App.D.C. 3!.Jl, 42.S F.2<l
10H3, 1095, n. 2 (lll70).
8.

See testimony of Dr. Davis: "There are
very few poisons for which there is a real
nntidote." 'l'r. 288.
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for about 50 baits, it is estimated that
72 million baits of Stearns Paste have
b~en used in the past b·e years. The
_Company receives about 1500 letters a
y¢ar from customers wno have moved
artd cannot find a local source of the
product; many of these letters state
that Stearns Paste is tne best rat or
roach killer the writer has used. The
effectiveness of the product is not disputed; indeed, the question is whether
it i~ too poisonous to be permitted in
homes.
The tube is plainly labeled in black
and red print as "POISO~," with the
skull and crossbones symbol and instructions for use printed in black and red
letters. The tube is sold in a paper carton, which also contains an explanatory
insert. The insert and carton, like the
9. The directions on the tube and carton
warn the reader (in red ink) not to "leave
Paste in reach of irresponsible persons,
children, pets, or domestic animals. Keep
Paste away from foo<lstuffs. Do not ap·
ply heat. "'rap used tube well in paper
and discard in trash can." Under the
label "AXTIDOTE," instructions on how
to induce vomiting are followe•l by advice
to "CALL A PHYSICIAX UDIEDI·
ATELY." The instru('tions for use then
follow.
To kill rats and mice, the user is told to
"apply Stearns' Electric Brand Paste on
bread, cheese, or other food they will eat,
leaving it in places where ruts run and
feed and out of reach of children, pets, or
domestic animals. Tamper-proof bait boxes or other suitable protective covers are
recommended. Repeat every night until
rodents have disappeared."
To kill cockroaches, water bugs and
croton bugs, the instructions are to apply
the paste "on pieces of paper and place
in and about sinks, water pipes, stationary
wash basins, etc. In morning carefully
burn these pieces of paper and dead bugs,
or wrap well in paper and 11iscnrd in trash
can. Repent every night until rid of these
pests."

10. The government argues (Br. p. 16) that
"(t]he testimony of several witnesses also
bears out [the Judicial Officer's] findings
concerning the ready availability of a
number of alternative, safer, and effective
products and, therefore, establishes the ab·
sence of any significant benefit from the

tube, prominently display the poison
warnings. 9
The record indicates that other prod.
ucts which will kill rats, and other products which will kill roaches, are available.
Petitioner's evidence tended to
show that the alternatives were less ef.
fective and more expensive. The evidence also indicated that rats and roaches pose a significant health problem,
particularly in low income areas. Apparently the services of a commercial
pest control operator cost at least $35
per visit. The findings do not specifically consider the magnitude of the danger from rats or roaches. Although the
findings recognize the availability of
various other rodenticides and pesticides, the record contains no square
finding that any other product is as effective as phosphorous paste, 1o or, asuse of phosphorus paste [transcript
cites]."
The <"ited references are har<lly persuusin•.
Two experts in toxicology and two physicians who are experts in pathology testi·
fiell. They spoke on the basis of "impr<'s·
sions" of community usage or "informntion from my staff." Xo details whatever
were given as to the comparative effectiw·
ness of the alternatives in rodent nn•l
roach control in the lower socio-economie
areas or of compnrntive cost or difficulty
of administration. Dr. Harris, a chemist,
testified other products were a milablt•,
but he gave no stlecific information on
their effectiveness or availability (Tr. !H94). 1\Ir. Alford testified only that his
staff had assured him other IHOducts wrn•
available. He named them, indicated pro·
ceedings were already under way to bnn
home use of some, and gave no inforrnn·
tion on comparative effectiveness nn•l
economic availability (Tr. 202-20-!). Dr.
Davis, a pathologist, testified as to his
"impression" of community usage nn•l
about what a commercial pest control opt•r·
ator told a l\Iiami ordinance-drafting eom·
mittee. He indicated 'Yarfarin was analternative but did not discuss its compar:t·
tive effectiveness (other information in
the record indicates that the effectivem"'-'
of this product depends on the cumulntineffect of several ingestions, whereas on•·
ingestion of Stearns' product would kill
the rodent). Dr. Davis testified that l;••
used Baygon insecticide in his home uwi
that it was effective. He also said th<'
government had hired commercial pest eon·
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that cost is relevant, that any
,,.~ 1 rruduct. performing the same func11
,.,. •• .-qu.ally available.

,,,
111

111

, • a ,-,·~ult of an interagency agreer<<:"lfotiated in 1964, 12 the Depart1
...,, l v! AICriculture began to refer eco..-"' roitiJOn labels to the Food and Drug
J.t.1t:!'latlration for toxicological review.
; , ,.,.• &Ifill' such review, the FDA applied
• · t~Mral policy_ that a product that can
,,,,.; .« ~rious injury or death in a
ollfU.l ch1ld from an average swallow of
,.;,,..t ~ :. :: to 5 cubic centimeters should
.,., t.co u~d around the home particular., ;{ there are safer equally effective al<.rt~l«' materials." 13
...,.1

On llarch 8, 1968, in response to a re-

"'""" from Agriculture for a comment
'"' a proposed label revision, FDA ob..df'd to the reregistration of petitionH • 1•roduct pursuant to its general poli,.t U"lunst the home use of products that
'''"' !·roduce serious injury or death in a
•.,.... n child from an average swallow.
trht:oner was
then
advised
by
,..... ;.1r.d~nt u that it would reevaluate its
· r-r-11~tration policy with respect to
'"~ o!J4'ratorH to use it in liouel Cities

l'l'"(ram nr\'Rll, but admitted no expert
h•.•• !.. lge nf the effective use of alterna'"" tmwluds in areas not receiving this
,..,..n,m<'nt nid (Tr. 348, 36-t-365, 387l.P. :l!H-300\. Dr. Fisher, a pathologist,
'ffi ,fi.-1 "more from personal experience
"'•n ~· an <'Xt•ert"' that \Yarfarin was a
.,.,,., rooll'ntit·itle. He too had no informar.,.. 11w to its comparative effectiveness
•T~. -1::3-136). Thus, there was no direct
•• •·~<-D·~· from any expert in pest control
•• tu thl' I'Ompnrntive effectiveness and
••••lability of nlternntives to Stearns'
l"f">oiUt·t.
"

.\ '"'"'•·ntici•le which is effective but so
'•tilly J•riee•l that it is unlikely to be

.. _.,mi.-ally a\·ailnble to the people who
"""' it most would not be a practical al!rtn.,lin• to registrant's product. Yet, the
'"'"tnnt Director of the Pesticide Regulat~';' llh·ision of the Depnrtment of Agri,.,.,,u~ t••stifie•l thnt "we tlon't consider
'"'·•wmit'S in <ll'termining whether or not
fv"J>otrntion is warranted." (Tr. 258).
•)

~l~mornn•lum of ngrecment between the
,...,.,.,..taril's of Agriculture, Interior and
11 ••hh, Education and Welfnre, 29 Feu.
lt"C. :..'iOS.

products containing phosphorus paste
for use in the home."
On October 7, 1968, respondent issued
a notice of proposed interpretation
"with respect to labeling of phosphorus
paste products," and invited comments
thereon. 1 5 The interpretation stated that
home use would be unacceptable, but use
by government agencies and professional
pest control operators would be permitted. Petitioner filed written comments
and suggestions which were duly considered and rejected, and on March 19,
1969, Interpretation No. 26 was issued
effective 60 days after publication in the
Federal Register.ta
On May 23, 1969, respondent issued
notices of cancellation of both of petitioner's registrations.t7 Petitioner filed
timely objections and on October 6 and
7, 1970, an evidentiary hearing was held.
The Hearing Examiner ruled that the
burden of proof was on petitioner, who
thereafter presented one witness and 21
exhibits. Respondent's case included the
testimony of 8 witnesses and 9 exhibits.
After considering the record and argu13. Jmlieial Officer's Finding Xo. 5, A.258.
In February of 1966, petitioner was advised that it would be necessary to mnke
certain changes in its directions for use in
view "of the increased emphasis on safe
practices in the home environment."
Various changes, such us reducing the
amount of phosphorus in the paste and
the use of scrnps of paper instead of bits
of food as bnit, were thereafter discussed
in protrncted correspondence between the
p:trties.
14. \Ye use the term "respondent" to refer
to representntives of the Department of
Agriculture prior to December 2, 1970, and
to the Environmental Protection Agency
thereafter.

15. 33 Fed.Reg. 15214 (Oct. 11, 1968).
16. 3-t Fed.Reg. 5537 (l\Iarch 22, 1969).
17 "Xotices of cancellation were sent to all
registrants of the type of product involved
herein, numbering 12 or 14 registrants,
including Stearns Electric Pnste Company, and covering 19 or 20 products.
Only one objection to cancellntion in addition to Stearns' was filed which objection was subsequently withdrawn." A.
261.
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ments of counsel, the Hearing Examiner
filed a recommended decision including
proposed findings of fact and concluHis recommendations were
_sions.
adopted by a judicial officer of the Department of Agriculture, who entered
the order of cancellation on January 4,
1971. We stayed the operation of the
· order pending review in this court.
Respondent's evidence consisted ~ri
marily of expert opinion as to the toxicity of phosphorous paste and such data
as was available concerning the harm
which it has actually caused humans.
The statistical evidence included data
from the National Clearinghouse for
Poison Control Centers ts and reports
from state agencies.
The witness from the National Clearinghouse estimated that there are approximately one million ingestions of
harmful substances each year, of which
only about 115,000 are reported to a poison control center. The reported ingestions include a wide variety of substances, such as aspirin, kerosene, detergents, and other household products, as
well as economic poisons. When measured strictly by the number of reported
fatalities, aspirin is the most lethal substance used in the home environment.19
The National Clearinghouse records
placed in evidence in Government Exhibit IV cover the period from January 7,
Those
1962, through August, 1968.
records describe 207 ingestions of phosphorous paste products, of which 147
18. The formal title of the clearinghouse
is "Poison Control Division, Office of
Product Safety, Food and Drug Administration."
19. Petitioner's Exhibit 9 is the tabulation
of poison reports for 1968 and 1969. In
1968 there were 15,523 cases involving
ingestion of aspirin by children under 5
years of age, and over 2,500 cases involving persons over 5 years of age. There
were 11 fatalities from aspirin ingestions
in 1968. In 1969 there were 14,494 ingestions of aspirin by children under 5
and about 3,000 cases involving older persons. There were 15 aspirin fatalities in
1969. The aspirin fatalities far exeeeded
those for any other single item. Other
figures for 1968 and 1969, respectively,

were accidental, 51 were suicidal, anrl 't
were not classified as either accident.\'
or suicidal. A total of 15 deaths resu!l.
ed, 9 in the suicidal category, 5 in th~
accidental, and 1 that was unclassifi···l
Forty of the accidental ingestions, 38 r.f
which involved children, required hosp:talization. The 5 accidental deaths a::
involved children.2o
Stearns Paste accounted for a suhstantial portion of the total during tb6lj2 year period. Of the 5 accident:~:
deaths, 3 were attributed to Stearr.'
Paste; of the 51 suicidal ingestions, 2"
were Stearns; of the total 207 inge.~
tions, 86 were Stearns.n
Since only about 10% of all ingestion•
of harmful substances are reported to a
poison control center, it is reasonable t ..
infer that there may have been a signiiicantly larger number of ingestions of
phosphorous paste than is revealed by
the record. Since there is presumably a
greater likelihood that a poisonini:
which resulted in death or hospitalization would be reported (at least if correctly diagnosed), it is not clear whether
the same inference may be drawn with
respect to unreported fatalities. Thr
National Clearinghouse records do establish, however, that at least three chll·
dren were killed by petitioner's product
in the 1962-68 period. Data collected
from state agencies for the years 195~
through 1968 indicate that phosphorot:•
paste was responsible for 40 deaths. 2 ~
were: Medicine combinations, 32, 27:
barbiturate sedatives, 15, 17 ; psychopharmacologic agents, 11, 16; inseeti·
cides of all types, 11, 14.
20. A. 262, Judicial Officer's decision.

21. Id. at 262-263.
22. The record includes responses by 4:!
state agencies to an inquiry from rt'·
spondent for information about aeei,Icnt•
or incidents involving phosphorous p:tsl•'
products for the years 1952 through Hit•"·
In 13 states there were no reported cases:
in 15 states no reconls of mortalitY or
morbidity from phosphorous paste ingestions were maintained ; one state had not
completed the search of its records. Th•·
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The evidence describing how most of
the ingestions _ actually occurred is
.;parse. However, the Medical Examiner
( D<~de County, Florida, and the State
\[vdical Examiner for l\Iaryland have
:.ept better records than most agencies;
. they provided the examples which re:<pondent stressed in its presentation to
the Hearing Examiner.
Dr. Davis, from Dade County, ex;•rv,;sed the firm opinion that phosphorous paste is too toxic to be permitted in
the home. He was a sponsor of an ordil!ance in the City of Miami which out:.,-.n,d the use of the product in that
: iriqJiction. 23 His data reflects 13
,:,_ aths in Dade County in the years 1956
:!:rough 1968, of which 10 were probably
-ciicides. The three accidents all m' ,.J\·ed children. In 1956 a 10-year old
'---:: apparently ingested some paste ap; h:d in an apartment builuing by a pro:·,·.--:~ional exterminator; in 1958 a young
'hild' found a poison bait in a neighbor's
.::;rbage container and swallowed it; in
1~1:)0 a 3-year old apparently obtained
sccss to a tube of paste in a home and
'' ;illowed part of its contents.
The Maryland records describe 22
i.;,ths in the years 1950 through 1966,
..:· whi~h 15 were suicides, 5 were acci·'··:Jtal ingestions by adults (apparently
·:toxicatcd), and 2 by children. In 1954
:, 4-ycar old girl found an open can of
; a:-:te \Yhich had apparently been left in
ar~ apartmen;; by a former tenant; in
J:•Gl, :3 children shared some baits found
>: o1· near a garbage can in a neighbor's
:- :ml separated from the children's own
· :t ;·d by a four-foot wire fence.
One
::.~cl and two were hospitalized.
The
\::trylalld doctor was not asked to pro.: lee records indicating the relative im\~': :l rF·,~:

'!f

~)~-:,;"3phorort"s

paste:

a~

a

cau~~e

:· death in the home environment, but
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commented that aspirin is the most common cause of poisoning in children. He
estimated that aspirin or other medicinal
poisonings killed 2 or 3 children each
year in .Maryland, which he characterized as a "low incidence."
The record discloses that at least some
of the deaths caused by phosphorous
paste products followed application by
commercial pest control operators; it
does not disclose how many children
were killed by rats or roaches, or how
many were saved from harm by the use
of petitioner's product.
After finding that petitioner's product
had actually caused significant mortality
and morbidity, and that it presented a
great potential for harm, the Judicial
Officer concluded, in conformity with
the Hearing Examiner's recommendations: (1) that petitioner had the burden of proving that the registrations
should not be cancelled; (2) that the
use of phosphorous paste insecticides
and rodenticides in and around the home
could not be rendered safe by any label ;24
(3) • that petitioner's warning statement, even if complied with, is inadequate to prevent injury to living man ;25
and (4) that the product is "misbranded" because when used "in accordance
with commonly recognized practice" it is
"injurious to living man" ;26 and (5) that
he had taken in consideration the fact
that effective and less toxic insecticides
and rodenticides are available on the
market.
Petitioner contends (1) that there
were procedural defects in the administrative proceedings;
and (2) that
Stearns Paste was not "misbranded"
within the meaning of the statute. Befo~·;_;

diseu::3ing

th~0c:!

e.ont.entions,

shall review the history of FIFRA.

1:: rt'll'aining- ~tatcs reported a total of 72
,,,.,,idc·ural inge:.-;t:ion~ of which 40 were
:'·n:!l. :\fnuy of the ingestions iu\·oln:d
··'·iltlren. Id. at 2H3-264.

24.

Tlw text of the l\Iinmi ordinan('e is not

26.

In violation of 7

r.s.c.

§ 1::5(7.) (:2)

(c).

25.

In violation of 7 P.S.C.
(d).

In
(g).

violation of 7

u.s.c.

*

135(z) {2)

§ 135{z) (2)

\Vz.:
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II.
The Insecticide Act of 1910 prohibited
the interstate sale of any insecticide or
fungicide which was adulterated or misbranded within the meaning of the statute. 36 Stat. 331. The text of the Act
makes it plain that Congress was primarily concerned with the effectiveness
of such products and protecting purchasers from deceptive labeling. The Act
contained criminal sanctions and provisions for seizure of misbranded or adulterated items, but neither a registration
requirement nor a safety oriented labeling requirement.

FIFRA, which repealed the 1910 st-1~
ute, was enacted in 1947. Like 1:,
predecessor, its text indicates a prirr.,,r 1
interest in protecting consumers fr, ~
the purchase of ineffective produ(!,
However, the coverage of the stat ;•,.
was substantially broadened, 2 7 a purpc.-.to protect the public from the hazar.;,
associated with the use of economic v ,,
sons was implemented, 28 and, for ti':e
first time, all economic poisons were r.·.
quired to be registered with the Se<n-·
tary of Agriculture. The registratir,:;
requirement was included as an aid t,
enforcement.29 If the Secretary disa;~
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27. "This bill embraces, in audition to insecticides and fungicides, rouenticiues,
herbicides, devices and preparations in·
tended to control other forms of pests
which are not subje<'t to the present
Insecticide Act of 1910. Rodenticides are
being marketed in large quantities and
many of them are weak and ineffective
and have tended to imperil various rodent-control programs. The importanee
of rodenticiues can readily be appreciated
when it is realized that the estimated
damage by rats alone has amounted to
H.Rep.
some $200,000,000 annually."
313 (80th Cong., 1st Sess.), 1947 U.S.
COde Cong.Serv. pp. 1200, 1201.
28. "Other important improvements and
changes over the present law which would
be provided by this bill are as follows:
(1) A provision requiring the registration of economic poisons prior to their
sale or introduction into interstate or
foreign commerce.
(2) The inclusion of provisions for
protection of the public against poisoning
by requiring prominently displayed poison
warnings on the labels of highly toxic
economic poisons.
(3) A provision requiring the coloring
or discoloring of dangerous white powdered economic poisons to prevent their
being mistaken for flour, sugar, salt, baking powder or other similar articles commonly used in the preparation of foodstuffs.
(4) A requirement that warning or caution statements be contained on the label
of- the economic poison to prevent injury
to living man, other vertebrate animals,
vegetation, and useful invertebrate animals.
(5) A provision requiring instructions
for use to provide adequate protection
for the public.

A

prov1S1on declaring economi,.
poisons to be misbranded if they are injurious to man, vertebrate animals, nr
vegetation, except weeds, when pro11erh·
ul'led.
(7) A provision requiring information
to be furnished with respect to the tlt•·
livery, movement, or holding of economic
poisons and devices." Ibid.
(6)

29. "One of the principal provisions of th•·
bill is the one providing for the re~strn·
tion of economic poisons prior to th~ir
being marketed. It is believed that tlli•
provision will provide additional prote•··
tion for the public, assist manufacturt•r<
in complying with the provisions nf tt ...
bill, and at the same time hold administrative costs to a minimum. Under thr
existing law, the Administrator has no
means of ascertaining or knowing wh:1t
economic poisons are being markete<l, ex·
ce11t by having a force of inspectors rir·
culating through the country picking 111•
samples here and there, wherever they
may be found. Frequently, serious tlnm·
age is suffered by agricultural producer<
and other users of economic poison•
through the use of misbranded or n•lulterated economic poisons before the ••nforcement officials have any knowled::•·
of the existence of such articles, or nC
their being offered to the public. l"nd•·r
this bill, any economic poison subject tn
the provisions thereof will be brought '"
the attention of the enforcement officiais
who will have an opportunity to lweonw
familiar with the formula, label, :HHI
claims made with respect to any suclr
economic poison before it is offered to th•·
public. It should be possible. tll('refor.·.
in a great majority of instances, to prt•·
vent false and misleading claims, an•l '"
prevent worthless articles from being mar·
keted, and to provide a means of obtain·
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1 ru,·ed of the applicant's proposed label~nar.

the applicant nevertheless had an
.at 1 ~1 1ute right to have his product regis:.. n·d under protest. Thereafter, unless
the Secretary could prove in a judicial
proceeding that 1 the product was either
misbranded or !adulterated, he had no
authority to exclude it from commerce.30
In 1964 the statute was amended to
,·e the Secretary the power to rer'use
to register a new product, or to cancel
an existing registration, if he found
that the product was either adulterated
, 1

in~: speedy remedial action if any such
nrti•·lt·s are marketed. Thus, a great
nwasure of protection can be accorded
dim·tly through the prevention of injury,
rather than having to resort solely to the
imposition of sanctions for violations after
dnrnagc or injury has been done. Registration will also afford manufacturers an
OJIJIOrtunity to eliminate many objectionnble features from their labels prior to
J•lndug an economic poison on the market." Id. at pp. 1201-1202.

30. There is little legislath·e history on the
1!147 A<·t. The Senate Report merely reJ•rinted the short House Report (6 pages
in li.S.Code Cong.Serv.) and the floor
<"Onsi•leration in both houses was perfunctory. The legislative history thus sheds
no more light on the meaning of the cru•·inl ~e .. tions, 7 U.S.C. § 135(z) (2) (c),
(d) and (g), than the words of the stature itself. There were some changes made
in the Act in 1959, but those <·hanges are
not relevant for our JIUrJJoses.
ll. Only one other change of nny signifif'IID<·e was made. The 1947 Act prohibited
nn)· reference on the label to registration
under the Act. The 1964 amendments
Jll'rmitted n registrant to put his registration number on the label and require<!
thnt it be on the label if the Secretary
NO directt'd.
32. The Honse Report pointed out that the
l•rotl'st registration procedure in effect
l•rior to the 1964 nmen<lment placed the
burden of proof on the Government and
tllllt the bill was intended to "correct this
•ituntion." The Report stated, in pnt·t:
"'The principal effect of registration
under protest is to shift the burden of
Proof from the registrant to the Government. If the product is not regist('red, the penalty or seizure provisions
<'nn be applied on that ground. If it
is r('gistered under protest, the Government hns the burden of proving that

or misbranded. The House Report on
the 1964 changes and what little floor
discussion there was indicate quite
clearly that the only major change31 contemplated was elimination of the registration under protest procedure. The
change was made for two basic reasons:
(1) to settle the question of compliance
with the act before the economic poison
could be marketed and (2) to place the
burden of proof of safety and effectiveness on the applicant for registration.3 2
The concern remained with efficacy and
safety "when used as directed." 33 No
the product <loes not r·omply with the
act.
Thus, at present, the Secretary can be
required to register n product even
though he is convinced that it is ineffecth·e and dangerous to human life.
He can proceed against it in such case
only after it has moved in interstate
eommerce, an<l he then has the burden
of proving that it violates the law.
'l'he bill would correct this situation
and afford greater protection to the
public by repealing the authority for
registration un<ler protest. In its place
the bill JJrovitles that applicants dissatisfied with the Secretary's action in
refusing or eanceling registration may
have recourse to a<lvisory committee
proceedings, public hearings, and eventually judicial review.
" H.
Rep. 1125 (88th Cong.2d Sess.), 1964
U.S.Code Cong. & Admin.News, pp.
2166, 2167.
33. "According to the Director of the Pesticides Regulation Division of the Department of Agriculture, the 1947 act-known
as the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and
Rodenticide Act-is 'basically a labeling
law which protects the public by requiring that the label be adequate to protect
the public, when followed.'
The key
protectil·e feature of the law-ns pointed
out frequently by Department of Agriculture offieials over the years-was that
all pesticides were required to be registered with the Secretary of Agriculture
before they could be sold in interstate
commerce. Registration, we have been
told, meant that the product was effective and safe tchcn used as directed.

*

*

*

*

*

"In addition, the legislation requires
that every pesticide formulation carry its
offi<·ial registration number on the label.
In this way the public will be able to
tell at a glance that the product on the
shelf has satisfied the requirements of
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changes were made in the language of '!
U.S.C. § 135(z) (2) (c), (d) and (g).
the provisions with which we are primarily, concerned.

As a matter of procedure, petitioner
c'ontends that Interpretation 26 is invalid because it was promulgated without a
prior public hearing, and that it was error to require a registrant to assume the
burden of proving that the proposed
cancellations were improper.34

though not required by the Administra.
tive Procedure Act, 35 we think the agenr;
acted properly in soliciting comment!! r;p
its proposed policy statement bef0 r,:
issuing Interpretation 26, and that 11
was appropriate to give an industrywid ..
notice of its proposed position f'\'•·n
though the Interpretation had no immr•.
diate legal effect.38 We are satisfiPr!
that the availability of an evidentiarv
hearing before a cancellation order is ef.
fective, together with the safeguard of
appellate review, adequately protects a
registrant's procedural rights.

[1-3] We agree with respondent's
characterization of Interpretation 26 as
a mere announcement of the agency's
position which did not have the legal effect of ~ regulation. It is true, as petitioner argues, that the policy expressed
in the Interpretation led to the issuance
of the cancellation notices, but the Interpretation was not self-executing. AI-

[4] We also reject petitioner's con.
tention that respondent, as the proponent of the canceDation order, shoulo~
have assumed the burden of proof. Th•·
1964 amendment to FIFRA was clearly
and specifically intended to shift th•·
burden of proof from the Secretary
(now the Administrator)
to the
registrant. 37 It is trn'f! that most of th('

Federal law as to its effectiveness and
.~afety tchen used according to the directions on the label." 100 Cong.Rec. 20080
(1963) (remarks of Sen. Ribicoff on 1964
changes to FIFRA) (emphasis added).
"Provision is also made that registration of any economic poison may be refused if, in the opinion of the Director,
directions, or warnings cannot be written which would when followed prevent
injury to the general public." 100 Cong.
Rec. 16446 (1963) (preface to rtvision of
FIFRA regulations inserted by Sen. Ribicoff into the Congressional Record) (emphasis added).

written datu, views, w· arguments." That
opportunity was affooded registrant her<' .
'Ve note that the setitfun authorizes, but
does not require, nn tliiJPOrtunity for oral
presentation.

III.

34. Rule 364.28 entitled "Order of Procce,ling and Burden of Proof" provides:
"At the hearing, the person whose objections raised the issues to be determined shall be, within the meaning of
5 U.S.C. 556(d) (formerly 5 U.S.C.
1006(c) ), the proponent of the order
sought, and accordingly shall proceed
first at the hearing and have the burden of 11roof."
35. 5 U.S.C. § 553(b) 11rovides:
"Except when notice or hearing is required by statute, this subsection does
not apply" (A) to interpretive rules, general
statements of policy, .
. ;"
Furthermore, even if 5 U.S.C. § 553 did
apply, § 553(c) does not require a hearing hut only "an opportunity to participate
through submission of
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36. Respondent concede~; that it could not,
at the cancellation heJllling, merely rely on
Interpretation 26 nndl1lhat petitioner was
entitled to a hen ring •.aft: novo.
37. See quotation from committee report.
supra, note 32. See a.Iso 110 Cong.R•'''·
2948-2949 (remarks liy Rep. Sullinml:
"This bill places ttlle burden of proof
on industry, to est~h that n pestidd•·
can safely be markBted before a certifi·
cate of registratio11 «an be issued.''
Other comments w':lfuh the eongrpss·
woman made earlier mu inserted in t!w
record after the pri~!.t!ding remark fur·
ther indicate the ch~ in burden whid•
was intended.
"I am strongly in favor of the le~:is
lation now before ym• to require irHlus·
try, rather than tla· Federal Gowrn·
ment, to shoulder :tile burden of prooi
in connection with the marketing of
pesticides which rruw be unsafe for n"'
as intended.

*

*

*

*

•

"The burden of PliiDf of safety ~honl•l
always be on the mmufacturer. .
'Ve must close any \lmpholes in the '""
which permit manuheturers to murk•·r
products they canmtt prove are snfe iu
use in the manner iiltended. The bur-
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comment concerned new reg.
t.~t..t";ttion rather than cancellatwn of exi~tin~ registrations, but we do not be~ln·e the statute was intended to differt<ntiate between the two situations.38 In
~~~ of the agency's continuing obligati"n to redew the propriety of existing
~istrations, we are also satisfied that
Ua• purpose of the 1964 amendment is
.ijpplicable to cancellation proceedings.
f'ne/ .. Exa.miner ·properly held that
::\tt"lU"TlS should assume the burden of
¥:rtWil'lg that its registrations complied
~th·the statute.39
•kn of proof should not rest on the
Go\·crnment, because great damage can
loa done during the period the Govern.. ~nt is um·eloping the data neee~sary
til remo,·e a prorluet which should not ue
~rkete<l."

a

·.\ctunlly, there are three separate points
ic the registration process at which the
i>ul"'.irn of proof question coonhl arise:
the initial regi~tration, (2) caneella!i,.n or refusal to reregister at the end of
. ~\-.., il>itial or a subsequent 5-ycar regis:!'ll:inn l•erio<l, and (3) eatH'ellation dur~~.t !!1c tern1 of a registration. l~vcn vcti:k,nrr eon<·edes that the burden at the
;::~·:.lime of initial regi~tration is upon the
·.ft';:i,trnnt-given the legislative history it
e>UI<I hardly be argued otherwise.
See
.,_,:,,., ~{3 and 37, supra. The statute, 7
l".S.C. § 135b (f). vrovi<les for the can. C'cl!ation in situation (2) above "unless
tbtl registrant· .
requests
thut su~h registration be eontinuetl in
~i(-ct."
The fact that the statute re.• .· qaire-; the registrant to request reregistra-~'''tion denrly imvlies that the bunlen in
.,.;,:nation (2) is the same as in (1). If a
presamption of proper use nt the' end of
· :• ,;ll. ,;,.year period does not shift the hur<len
· .:;:;;'c~:pfoof in· situation (~). we !],ink there
· l'l .. wn less re<tson to shift the burden
ia the middle of a 5-year term if the
i.\\lruinistrator should then become aware
... :,{ l•re,·iously unknown risks associated
; ' i!Chb ·the use of a 1Jroduct. Since we see
_,11() reason why tlte location of the burden
..C I•roof shoultl <lepend on the timing of
_tl.!i ·Administrator's first awareness of a
~npliance problem, we are satisfied that
11Hl problem in situation (3} is compar":,hle to (1) and (2).

n•

·a_· I'l>titioner

argues that in a cancellation
· l".ttber than registration proceeding, the
.\rlmmi~trator is the provoncnt of the or-. ... ~ ,!':. sou~;ht for purpo~e~ of 5 l.J.S.C. §
,,,··,--~~;-_;t'"iJdL and thnt the rt'gularion, supra,

We must therefore decide whether petitioner proved a prima facie case and,
if so, whether the right to continue the
registration was overcome by respondent's evidence. These issues require
identification of the statutory standards
for registration.
·
IV .
To be eligible for the registration under FIFRA, the product must be "an
economic poison." 40 The statute has no
application to products which are completely safe, or to products like aspirin
note 34, naming the registrant as the
"proponent'' is therefore invalid. Seetion
<JGG(rl) provi1les:
'·Except as otherwise provided bv statute, the proponent of a rule or order
hns the burden of proof."
Even if the Admini~trator is the "proponent" of a catH'€llation order, the location
of this burden is "other~·ise provided by
statute." Speeifically, we read FIFRA
itself as requiring that the burden of
proof he on the registrant whether in a
vroceeding for initial registration or in a
eancellation proeeeding.
'l'he ~tatutory
lau;;uage of 7 U.S. C. § 133h (c), taken
with tlte eh•ar intent to shift the pre-19G4
burden of proof, cannot properly be read
as pro,·i<ling for any distinction between
registration and cancellation. 'l'he advisory eommittee, hearing and review provi;;ions apply to both situations, and the
~:oncern with safety wloen u~ed as directed
expressed by Congress cannot be reconeiled \\·ith a theory which would }llace
the burden of proof on the government .
\\'!tether the Administrator discm·ers the
l•azarcl at the time of registration or later,
Con~;rcss intentll'fl that the registrant
ha\·e the burden of proving compliance
with the provi~ions of the st:nnte. Acconl, Environmental Defense Fund, Inc.
v. Ruck1es1Jaus, 142 U.S.App.D.C. 74,

43!) F.2•l 584, 5H3 (1971).
40.

''The term 'economic poison' means (1)
any ~ubst:mce or mixture of substances
intemled for preventing, destroying, repelling, or mitigating any inseets, rodents,
nematodes, fungi, weeds, and other forms
of plant or animal life or viruHes, except
viruses on or in living man or other animals, which the Secretary shall declare
to be a pest, nnd (2) ·any substance or
mixture of snbstanees intemle<l for use as
a plant regulator, defoliant or <lesiccant."
i l.J.S.C. § 135(a).
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and detergents which are safe enough in vertebrate animals, or vegetation, except
normal use but endanger children when weeds to which it is applied, or to the
us~d negligently. Thus, the first ele- person applying such economic poison." 43
ment of a registrant's prima facie case The italicized phrases are those most
is Iproof that his product is dangerous; relevant to the issues in this case.
byl hypothesis a poison is not completely
[7] The first of these standards focuses on the safety of the product when
safe.
The poison may not be registered if it used in compliance with directions. We
is either "adulterated" or "misbranded." think petitioner's evidence of a long hisThese terms embody more than one tory of use of Stearns Paste, involving
broad distribution and numerous repeat
standard.
orders, coupled with the absence of
[5, 6] First, the product must be ef- claims or evidence that injury had acfective; more precisely, it must be at tually resulted from use of the product
least as effective as the registrant in compliance with directions, was sufficlaims it to be. Since all economic poi- cient to make a prima facie showing of
sons are intended to kill some form of satisfaction of this statutory standard.
plant or animal life, in a sense the stat[8] The second standard relates to
ute includes a minimum standard of
the use of Stearns Paste as a roach and
deadliness. Petitioner's uncontradicted
water bug killer. For this use, the
evidence of the effectiveness of its proddirections specify pieces of paper, rather
uct met that standard.
than scraps of food, as bait. It was
Second, the product must satisfy cer- therefore less hazardous than when used
tain safety standards. Although the as a rodenticide. Moreover, from petidefinition of the term "adulterated" in tioner's evidence it would be reasonable
other
legislation
embodies
safety to infer that the "commonly recognized
considerations,41 in FIFRA it is the defi- practice" in applying Stearns Paste was
nition of the term "misbranded" that consistent with the directions on the laidentifies the statutory standards of bel. Accordingly, we believe petitioner
product safety. There are slight varia- also made a prima facie showing of comtions in the language used in different pliance with this standard.
subsections of the Act, but two principal
Petitioner's prima facie case was, of
standards are identified: ( 1) the label
course, subject to being overcome by reaccompanying the product must contain spondent's evidence of misbranding.
directions for use and a warning or cauWhether it has been overcome in this
tion statement which "if complied with
case depends largely on a proper formu[is] adequate to prevent injury to living
lation of the standard for finding a vioman and other vertebrate animals, vegelation of FIFRA. Respondent, in effect.
tation,
and
useful
invertebrate
relies on a substantive standard of prodanimals" ;42 and (2) an insecticide, neuct safety which has little, if any, relematocide, fungicide, or herbicide (but
vance to the contents of the label.44 Renot a rodenticide), is misbranded if
spondent states the test thusly:
"when used as directed or in accordance
"Thus, the final decision with respect
with commonly recognized practice it
to initial or continued registration of
shall be injurious to living man or other
41. Compare, for example, the language of
§ 135(z) (2) of FIFRA with the definitions of adulteration in the Food, Drug
and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. §§ 342 and
351, and the misbranding provisions of the
same statute, 21 U.S.C. §§ 343 and 352.
42. 7 U.S.C. § 135(z) (2) (d) (emphasis
added). See also § 135(z) (2) (c), supra,
note 3.

43. 7 U.S.C. § 135(z) (2) (g) (emphasis
added).
44. In contrast, consider the following com·
ment by Senator Ribicoff: ''The Federal
pest control law has been described by
those who administer it as being 'ba~icaliY
a labeling law.' " 100 Cong.Rec. 1G-Hli
(1963).
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,;, product depends on the intricate bal- misbranded. In short, we think the
: r;tc struck between the benefits and
standard as stated by respondent gives
1
dacf'··~·,;
to the public health and wel- proper effect to the statutory language
Ltre resulting from its use. More if used to measure the net injury result~pecifically, the Administrator must ing from use of an economic poison in
d;;tl,rmine and weigh (1) the nature compliance with directions.
and magnitude of the foreseeable haz[10] A
different
situation
is
ards associated with use of a particu- presented when the harm is entirely, or
lar product against (2) the nature of at least primarily, attributable to misuse
the benefit conferred by the use of
of the product. To apply respondent's
the product, or, put another way,
balancing test to such a situation is to
against the magnitude of the social ignore completely the concept of miscost of foregoing the use of the branding.
Although it is consistent
with the statutory language and purpose
product." 1 "
to apply :?. substantive standard of prodL9i Respondent explains that this uct safety to the use of a product in
t<'st finds its source in the opinion of compliance with its manufacturer's
•ht' Court of Ap;Jeals for the District of directions, there is no statutory support
Colu!l1bia in Environmental Defense for the application of that standard to
Fund, Inc. \'. Ruckelshaus, 142 U.S.App.
misuse of a product. Without such supl!.C. 7-1, 43~ F.2d 584, 594 (1971), rathport, the formulation of substantive
e:' than in language employed by
standards of product safety by an adi'nngress. 4 6 An important distinction be- ministrative agency expands the scope of
: cv<'•'ll Ruclcelshaus and this case should administrative discretion beyond permisLc' ll•)tc;d. RuclcelshfWS involved possible
sible limits.
r:~ncr·llation of the registration of DDT,
There are other objections to responi\!l insecticide which has an impact on
dent's applitation of the "intricate balt!H' em·ironment eYen when used in comance" test to the problem presented by
;•ldt~ conformity \Yith the manufacturthis case. In the DDT situation, the
t·r·~ directions. 4 '
That product, when
benefits of the poison are ascertainable
;n··"perly used, has known beaefits and a
with a reasonable degree of certainty;
; .):e;Jtial for harm that is not precisely
it is the other side of the balance that is
':nn·sn. To determine whether DDT. is
difficult to weigh accurately. Moreover,
"injurious to man" requires, as the Disthe injury from DDT is to "man" in a
t :·i:;: of Columbia Circuit has fairly statcollective sense-that is, to the total ened, a delicate balancing of its benefits
vironment in which he lives. The oba..:ainst its adverse effects. 48 Does the
verse situation is present here. The
net l't'sult constitute injury to man withcost to the community at large of dein the meaning of FIFRA? If so, it is
1.)

vironmental Proter:tion Agency has now
unNJnivocnlly taken tl1e position that
Congres~ h;ts~ in the Act, grantt~d the
Agen('y sufficient discretion to weigh the
l•a:..-::1.rd~ ;-•_n\1 b'~'Jf!fit~_; -fr1Jm u~~P of a p('~~ti
cidc in rnnking a fin(;l t'atH·DlliJHuH rk~
termination. .

l~t':-!P•~mdC>nt':; brie-f, p. 10. Respondent
•·\pLlint·U in a fqotnot~ that the test w11ieh
!t. ;·!pplie~_; is not exvlir·itly set forth in the
... ~:trl_!t(., ~tat1ng:

··Tin:~ "Fl~T~__ \. :t~-;~=:U :_;,_,e~ 'fl,,t ~·~..,:p1lc_·illy
toro\"ide that, prcc>r to n cancellation or
.'<l~peusion, the . :\.drninistrntor rnust or
'hould •:onRider the benefits derivf.'d from
'"''' of a vestici•Je. It would, ho\Yf:\'f'r,
J.,, unreasonilble to ban the interstate
•btrilmtion of a pestiei1le on ground~ of
:,azard to ]•uhlic health or the cm·iron:.. ent if in fad such a ban woul<l itself
v:tusn the gn·ater hazards (e. g., the unlr'ashiug of di~ease vectors). In reliance
•;p.m the Act's k;;islativc history and
r•···ent jn<liC'ial interpretations, the En-

46.

See note 'f), supra.

47. Cf. Environmental Dcfmwe li'nnd, In~.
v. United Btates D<:pt. of H.RW., 133 lT.
S.App.D.C. 381, 428 F.2d 1083 (1970) ;
Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Hardin, 138 U.S.AJJp.D.C. 301, 4:~S l~.2tl 10\K~

(1970).
48.

43!.1 l!~.2t1 at G9-l.
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priving the homeowner and apartment
dweller of an inexpensive rat poison cannot be measured on this record.49 The
injury which respondent seeks to avoid
in t his proceeding is to specific individualr rather than to the total environmeft. That harm is largely attributable
to willful misuse (in the case of suicide
ingestions), wanton recklessness, or at
least negligent behavior. Thus, on one
side of the balance is a relatively small
number of incidents of individual harm
resulting from misuse by the comparative few; on the other side is the cost
of depriving the prudent majority of a
known but only vaguely defined benefit.
In short, the conflicting interests are
not identified sufficiently in the findings to determine whether the counterbalancing factors have been assigned
proper weights.
The "intricate balance" test is inappropriately applied in this case for yet
another reason. The Hearing Examiner
placed important reliance on the absence
of adequate information about the incidence of phosphorous paste poisonings
and the actual circumstances in which it
occurs without making any attempt to
classify the data, either by estimate, by
extrapolation, or by specific example, as
between ingestions of registered and unregistered products, as between products
purchased at retail and paste applied by
commercial exterminators, or even as between misuse and use in accordance with
instructions. He did endeavor, in discussing the National Clearinghouse data,
1

49. The Hearing Examiner made no attempt
to define this cost except by noting that
other effective rodentiddes are available.
But he found neither equal effectiveness
nor equal availability. Economics was apparently not considered (see note 11,
supra) even though economics might be a
very important consideration in determining equal availability; the two judges of
this court who have spoken to the merits
of the problem have indicated that some
consideration of economics would be appropriate. Nor-Am Agricultural Products,
Inc. v. Hardin, 435 F.2d 1133, 1135 (opinion of Judge Pell), 1146 (concurring opinion of Chief Judge Swygert) (7th Cir.
1970), reversed on rehearing en bane on

to identify the portion of total ingestions which involved petitioner's product, and he also identified those exam.
pies of deliberate misuse that fell in the
suicide category. But his affirmath·e
reliance on the lack of adequate information as possibly supporting an inference that the danger may be ten times
as great as the available data actualh·
disclosed, cannot satisfy the test chara~
terized as an "intricate balance." Furthermore, the Judicial Officer's findings
contain no analysis of the actual or potential injury to man resulting from
rats and roaches.
[11] In any balancing test used to
measure the acceptability of public sale
of poisonous substances, it is imperative
that the emotional impact of dramatic
but unfortunate tragedies not be permitted to weigh too heavily on the scales.
The spectacle of a young child suffering
a violent death by poisoning offers a
compelling justification for avoiding the
danger of recurrence by banning future
use of the poison forthwith.oo Unfortunately, however, such tragedies are a
common occurrence in today's complex
society and must be appraised as dispas·
sionately as possible. Whether they justify a particular prohibition involves a
policy choice which, under our scheme of
government, must be made by a legislature or by an agency to which the legislature has delegated the responsibility
for making principled decisions in accordance with its basic statement of polprocedural grounds, 435 F.2d 1151, 11U3
(dissenting opinion of Judge Pell). l\Ioreover, if consideration is giv~n to the possi·
bility that respondent's standards applic•l
on an evenhanded basis might require tht•
banning of other rat poisons as well, thcr"
is an even greater uncertainty respectin~
the cost of the cancellations to the
community.
Cancellation action bu.~
already been initiated or considered
against some alternative insecticides ( Tr.
204).
50. Equally tragic and dramatic instancl's
might fall on the other side of the balancl'
if every child who has suffered a rat bite
could describe his nightmares.
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icy. The fact that a legislature may
react slowly to obvious dangers, such as
the holocaust on our highways, 51 the
creeping infection of our environment,
8 nd the consumption of deleterious substances in the home, cannot justify an
agency's policy determinations that are
not authorized by statute.
[12] The danger of misuse is, of
course, a proper subject of regulatory
concern. But unless the statutory con- .
cept of misbranding has itself been misbranded, under FIFRA that danger
must be related to the form of the label.52
Neither the language of the statute nor
its legislative history focuses directly on
the problem of misuse, but there can be
no doubt that the agency was intended
to supervise the form and content of
Jabels.s3 An obvious purpose of such su51. "But even the best legislation cannot
11olve the whole problem. Pesticides would
seem to belong in the same category as automobiles-with great potential for good
or harm, depending upon how they are
used." Galton, Great Debate over Pests
and Pesticides, 109 Cong.Rec. 6581, 6583
(1953), reprinted from the New York
Times of April 14, 1963.
See also separate opinion of Mr. Justice
Ulackmun in Perez v. Campbell, 402 U.S.
ll37, G57, 672, 91 S.Ct. 1704, 29 L.Ed.2d
233. He said at p. 657, 91 S.Ct. at p.
li15:
"The slaughter on the highways of
this Nation exceeds the death toll of all
our wars. The country is fragmented
about the current conflict in Southeast
Asia, but I detect little genuine public
concern about what takes place in our
very midst and on our daily travel
routes."
52. As ~11'. Justice Frankfurter pointed out:
"In our anxiety to effectuate the congressional purpose of protecting the public, we must take care not to extend the
BCOJie of the statute beyond the point
where Congress indicnte!l it woul<l stop.''
62 Cases More or Less, Each Containing
Six Jars of Jam, etc. v. United States,
340 U.S. 593, 600, 71 S.Ct. 515, 520,
95 L.Ed. 645.
53. See notes 33 an•l 44, supra.
54. "Such warning, if complied with, must
be adequate to preL•ent injury to living
man. The record raises seriouR doubts
whether such warnings can be complied
with. Also, that the warnings ha,·e not

pervision is to minimize the risk of misuse.
[13, 14] The Hearing Examiner did
note the relevance of the label in certain
of his conclusions. Thus, he stated that
the label warnings had "not been adequate to prevent injury to living man"
since injuries and fatalities had actually
been caused by phosphorous paste
products. 54 He thus implied that a product might be misbranded whenever its
label failed to prevent injury to man.
Such a standard of total prevention is
manifestly too strict; it would require
the agency to prohibit the use of phosphorous paste by commercial pest control operators, and would be broad
enough to authorize cancellation of any
poison registration whenever an incident
involving fatal misuse occurred.55
been adequate to prevent injury to living
man is apparent from the record of injury
and fatality caused by phosphorus paste
produets, including registrant's.'' A. 273
(emphasis in original).
Such a strict test was repudiated in the
original panel's opinion in Nor-Am Agricultural Products, Inc. v. Hardin, 435
F.2!l 1133, 1137, reversed on procedural
grounds on rehearing en bane, 435 F.2d
1151 (7th Cir. 1970). See also the excerpts from N or-1lln in note 55, infra.

55. Cf. Nor-Am Agricultural Products, Inc.
v. Hardin, 435 F.2d 1133, reversed on procedural grounds on rehearing en bane,
435 F.2<l 1151 (7th Cir. 1970). Only two
members of the Court reached the substantive issue, and both recognized the difference between harm resulting from proper use and harm resulting from occasional
misuse. Chief Judge Swygert wrote in
concurring in the original decision :
"The Alamogordo incident was a freak
occurrence, the result of the combined
negligence of the granary where the
seed was treated and the head of the
afflicted family. The tragic events came
about through misuse rather than normal use of the treated grain. Aecordingly, the district court correctly concluded, in my opinion, that the suspension order, based on this single, abnormal incident, was an arbitrary exercise of the Seeretary's emergeney authority under the statute.'' l!l. at 1146.
Judge Pell wrote in dissenting from the
en bane decision :
"In this country I dare say there are
very few barns, medicine chests, or even

· ,.. · ·t'llnM«!t' Mnh'<it '" ..,, '"'""'"'"" • •
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{15] We do not believe an isolated FIFRA. A statute which is primaril\' a
incident of misuse cau:;ing harm, or regulation of labels necessarily assu~t''
eYen death, to a particular individual is that the general public does heed warn.
t-,mtemplated by the "injury to man" ings. We believe a fair respect for the
language in the statutl'. The word statute requires rejection of a test of
"man" is used in a collt•ctive sense, or misbranding predicated on total illiteraperhaps with a typical connotation, as in cy or universal disregard of instructions.
th~ "reasonable and prudPnt man" con[17-19] The adequacy of a label will
cept familiar to negligence lawyers. In
of
course, be affected by the nature or
th:tt sense the adequacy of the label may
be judged by its tendt>ncy to protect the message to be conveyed and the abilagainst misuse. The judgment appro- ity of the reader to comprehend it~
priately takes into account the toxicity meaning. Thus, if a product is not safe
of the product, the clarity of the warn- unless intricate or esoteric instruction;;
ings and the directions, and the ability printed in small type are followed with
of the user or purchaset· to comprehend precision, use by laymen, even if reason.
ably careful, would create an obviou~
and thereby to avoid misuse.
risk of injury to man. 5 6 On the other
hand,
a conspicuous "POISON-KEEP
[16] To a limited extent these facAWAY
FROM CHILDREN" warning in
tors were considered by the Hearing Exlarge
red
letters, prominently accompaaminer; but again, we believe he implicnied
by
skull
and crossbones symbol;:,
itly adopted a test which was more strict
than Congress intended. lie appears to conveys a message which even the illit·
haw accepted the expert's view that erate can understand. Disregard oi
"the general public" is incapable of fol- such a simple warning would certainly
lowing instructions. That view would constitute gross negligence.
justify-indeed, might rcquire-exclu[20] It is not our function, however.
&on of all economic poisons from home to articulate in the first instance the
u~. Of greater importance, it is constandards which may support a findin)<'
trary to the premise which Congress of misbranding based primarily on e\·imust have accepted in the enactment of dence of misuse.s' The agency must dikitchen cupboards whi<·h •In not have
l'n><lucts contnined then•in which would
bt> extremely •letrimentnl to people if
misuse{]. In the caRe on UJIJII'nl the evi.lo>nce amply supports a ,,lisu~e of the
product in the Alamo~ordo situation.
The faet that misuse may r""''lt in dam·
:t._>re does not in my opiui•m make a
l'l\.'<luct imminently haznrdo11~ in the ab>'t'nce of an evidentiary showing that
SU<'h misuse is frequent nr wu~ reasonabll" likely to occur." Id. at 1164.
T!A• ease was ultimately .J,.,.id~<d on pro'~lurnl grounds unrelate•l to the obvious
•listint•tion between proper ""''! tm•l misuse
i.lotntified by those two jud~""·
$imilarly, in om· view, n•"J••mdent has
power to require I J,,. •·limination
,>f l'llolSible ambiguity in tlu• labeling of
a J.:mgerous product. Thus, f••c f!Xample,
if :l warning to kee[> a prodtlf't away from
d!.i!.lren was eontradicted hy a label diN'\'t£ng its use in places n<•mwlly fre... ~t:tt'd by children, he could "''~ uire apit>ol\.~i:tte revisions, such aR 11 more em·

$&.

"'-~U<lte

phatic warning ngainst use if there is nn.r
possibility of access by chil•lreu.
In
this connection it should be noted tlrat
even in tragic instances of "misuse'' b~·
small children, the relevant "misuse" to b••
avoided is that of adults who fail to tnkt•
proper precaution ngainst the danger thnt
children may have nccess to the [Jroduet.
If an adult purchaser's use of a prodn<"t
in accordance with directions creates n
significant danger of harm to children, oh·
viously the registrant could not defend on
the grouncl that the child wns guilty of
"misuse."

57. An example of a possible standar•l i•
suggested in footnote G to the opinion oi .
the Judicial Officer in the· proceeding Pn·
titled In re IIari Kari Lindane Pellet'
et al., I.F.&R. Docket No. 6, in which lu•
stated: "Counsel's argument that all lin·
dane products [JOse n threat of accidentnl
ingestion by children was apparently di'·
missed on the ground that the Act rt'·
quires only a label that will be a f'autiun
to the hypothetical 'prudent man.' "

ft('t

.admi
~·rinc

than
;t ha!
.j;!'Cr.

-.hid

w•.
<"\'idf•!

f21, ..
"" ha\

·~

~

.-· ._·---·---~_________ lnn

.....--.--

..,.,.-

W rttllil'.,.. •· w··IIC'Un:::fh·
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tfft its attention to that problem in its
admini!ltration of a statute which is
principally a regulation of labels rather
th.an substances. We are persuaded that
t has not yet done so but instead has in1
di!l('riminately applied a balancing test
•hich is appropriate as a measure of
.roper use to this case which primarily
1
1nvoh·es misuse.

We express no opinion on whether the
nidence in this record discloses such a
;•robnbility of misuse of petitioner's
r·roduct that a finding of "misbranded"
-.ould be supportable under standards
,.m~istent with FIFRA. Nor, of course,
do we express any opinion on the policy
1Uue of whether phosphorous paste
~hould be banned from the home environment regardless of whether or not
the products are misbranded within the
mt>:ming of FIFRA. We are persuaded,
however, that the tests of misbranding,
to the extent that they have been articu1.\ted, employed in this proceeding go beyond the authority which Congress has
ddegated to the agency in FIFRA.

[21, 22] In reaching this conclusion
have considered respondent's reliance
un the "commonly recognized practice"
t•hrase found in § 135(z) (2) (g), as
•til as the standard which assumes use
;n compliance with directions. Perhaps
""~

Ur, nR a Hearing Examiner bas stated it:
"The labeling of an economic poison
•l.·:11s with the means by which communirntion is established between the registrant nn<1 the user. In bulk, that means
" <'Ommunicntion by language ; nn•l
"'"'"'limes by symbols. The first step
to be taken is a determination of the
•Ylmrnuni<'atee-must labels be address,..J to tho~e of all ages ; to those of all
J..xre~ of understanding-, etc. As I
...., it, FIFRA requires a labeling that
ha... ns its eommunieatee the well-known
tl!'nsonnbly-JJrudent-man. If labeling can
be- I'E'Il<lily and clearly understood by the

the phrase indicates that whenever misuse occurs with sufficient frequency to
be considered a common practice, a finding of misbranding is required. Such
an interpretation, however, would attach
no significance to the word "recognized."
We believe a fair reading of the
phrase relates to common practices
which are "recognized" in the sense that
they are approved by widespread custom
or practice.5 s In this case there has been
no finding that misuse of Stearns Paste
is either a common practice or a commonly recognized practice ; furthermore,
this provision would be inapplicable to
the use of the paste as a rat poison,
since subsection (g) does not apply to
rodenticides.
[23] We therefore hold that the cancellation orders must be set aside. After developing and articulating standards
consistent with the authority delegated
by FIFRA for determining when a label
inadequately avoids the danger of harmful misuse, respondent may again propose cancellation of petitioner's registrations. Since the propriety of adducing
additional evidence cannot be determined
until the standards have been articulated, we express no view on whether or
not the record should be reopened. We
merely hold that petitioner's prima facie
case has not yet been overcome.
reasonably prudent man it shoultl suffice to meet FIFRA's obligation to provide protection in the use of an economic
In re Contipoison.
"
nental Chemiste Corp., I.F.&R. Docket
No.5 (Sept. 20, 19il), p. 9.
"'e, of course, express no opinion on these
or other possible standards.

58. Frequency of misuse might nevertheless
demonstrate that the warning statements
required by § 135(z) (2) (d) might be inadequate. See the excerpt from Judge
Pell's dissent in Nor-Am quoted in note
55, supra.
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Family Purpose Doctrine

sive ter·, ' ho'.Ild," but they also used
the improper terms "will" and "cannot,"
which rendered them erroneous under
the substantive law of the Arizona Constitution. The jury could have been misled or confused over whether contributory negligence was a mandatory or permissive consideration. Subsequently, the
trial judge specifically called the jury's
attention to the error and to the correct
law of the State of Arizona. He distinctly and particularly pointed out what
the law was and, in our opinion, left no
doubt in the minds of the members of
the jury on that point. Clear and unmistakable words were used in his curative
instructions, and the error itself was not
repeated or emphasized.

[18, 19] The remaining contention of
appellants is that the trial judge erred in
directing a verdict in favor of the defendant-driver's parents on the basis
that the defendant-driver's parents were
entitled to judgment as a matter of law
under the family purpose doctrine. That
doctrine places derivative liability upon a
family head who controls the use of or
furnishes an automobile to a member of
the family. Pesqueira [sic] v. Talbot, 7
Ariz.App. 476, 441 P.2d 73 (1968). However, in the absence of primary liability,
there can be no derivative liability.
Thus, the propriety of the directed verdict has been rendered moot by our affirmance of the judgment of no primary
liability.
The judgment of the district court is
[14, 15] Accordingly, we hold that the
trial judge's erroneous instructions were affirmed.
properly and effectively cured. To fol- . Affirmed.
low appellants' advocacy of a rule of absolute incurability of · an erroneous instruction on contributory negligence
would not only frustrate the purpose of
Rule 51 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, but would also diminish the
integrity of the federal jury trial system.
[16, 17] Further, we are not perSTREAM
POLLUTION
CONTROL
suaded that the curative instructions of
BOARD OF the STATE OF INDIthe trial judge unduly emphasized conANA. Plaintiff-Appellee, and Zarko
tributory negligence to the jury. The
Sekerez, PropoSed Intervenor, Plainfirst curative instruction, although necestiff-Appellant,
sary to properly state the Arizona law,
v.
was concise in pointing out the error in
one sentence and correcting it in anothUNITED STATES STEEL CORPORAer. The second curative instruction was
TION, Defendant-Appellee.
also concise and repeated the correct
No. 74-1244.
statement on co"tttt-ibutory negligence
merely in the context of an instruction
United States Court of Appeals,
on proximate cause, the instruction havSeventh Circuit.
ing been requested by appellants. It
Argued Nov. 20, 1975.
may be observed that there is no requirement that a charge on proximate
Decided March 14, 1975.
cause accompany each charge on contribAs Amended· March 24, 1975.
utory negligence. Bass v. Dehner, 103
F.2d 28, 35 (lOth Cir.), cert. denied, 308
U.S. 580, 60 S.Ct. 100 84 L.Ed. 486
State Stream Pollution Control
(1939). Considering the instructions as a Board brought a common-law public nuiwhole as they were finally presented to sance action against a steel corporation.
the jury, we find no error.
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A private citizen moved to intervene.
The United States District Court for the
Northern District of Indiana, Hammond
Division, Allen Sharp, J., 62 F.R.D. 31,
denied motion to intervene, and private
citizen appealed. The Court of Appeals,
Stevens, Circuit Judge, held that complaint of the Board, which sought to
abate pollution of the Grand Calumet
river, was sufficient to give district court
jurisdiction to decide whether the Board
was entitled to some relief as a matter
of federal common law, and that such
action was not an action to require compliance with a "standard, limitation or
order" within meaning of 1972 Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, and thus
private citizen was not entitled to intervene.
Affirmed.

4. Federal Civil Procedure <S=315
State Stream Pollution Control
Board's action to abate a nuisance as a
matter of federal common law was not
an action .to require compliance with a
'.'standard, limitation or order" within
meaning of 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act, and thus private citizen
was not entitled to intervene. Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, §§ 301(a), 505(b)(l)(B),
(f), 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 131l{a), 1365(b)(1)(B),
(f).
See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

5. Navigable Waters <l=35
Congress, in enacting Federal Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972, intended to require step-by-step
improvement in quality of discharged effluent, rather than a zig-zag course with
total purity demanded forthwith only to
be succeeded by varying stages of impurity. Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972, §§ 101(a)(1),
301(a), (bX1)(A)(i), (2XA)(i), 505(f}, (f)(16), 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251(a)(1), 1311(a),
(bXl)(A)(i), (2XA)(i), 1365(f), (f)(l-6).

1. Courts <l=405(2)
Question whether district court had
jurisdiction of underlying claim would be
answered by reference to allegations in
the amended complaint, unaided by additional allegations in pleadings submitted
in 3Upport of motion to intervene. Federal Water Pollution Control Act
6. Navigable Waters <S=35
Amendments of 1972, §§ 101 et seq.,
Congress, in enacting Federal Water
505(a), (b)(l)(B), 33 U.S.C.A. §§ 1251 et
Pollution Control Act Amendments of
seq., 1365(a), (b)(1)(B).
. 1972, carefully created ~ two-phased program for moving American industry to2. Courts <l=284(2)
ward eventual goal of a total absence of
· Federal question jurisdiction will all water pollution by 1985, and did not
support claims founded upon federal intend that, until administrator of federeommon law as well as those of a statu- al Environmental Protection· Agency protory origin. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1331(a).
mulgated 1977 emission standards, any
discharge was to be unlawful. Federal
3. Navigable Waters <l=35
Water. Pollution Control Act AmendComplaint of state Stream "Pollution ments
of
1972,
§§
101(a){1),
Control Board, which sought to abate 301(b)(1)(A)(i), (2)(A)(i), 33 U.S.C.A.
pollution of the Grand Calumet river, §§. 1251(a)(1), 1311(b)(1)(A)(i), (2)(A)(i).
and which alleged that defendant's industrial plant had discharged cyanide
and ammonia nitrogen into the river in
Zarko Sekerez, pro se.
quantities exceeding limits specified by
the Board's regulations, was sufficient to
Theodore ~- Sendak, Atty. Gen., Migive district court jurisdiction to decide chael T. Schaefer, Deputy Atty. Gen., Inwhether the Board was entitled to some dianapolis, Ind., Henry L. Pitts, Chicago,
relief as a matter of federal common Ill., G. ·Edward McHie, Hammond, Ind.,
for appellee.
law.
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Before STEVENS, SPRECHER and
TONE, Circuit Judges.
STEVENS, Circuit Judge.
Appellant, a private citizen, asks us to
reverse an order denying his motion to
intervene in a common law public nuisance action brought by the Stream Pollution Control Board of the State of Indiana against U. S. Steel Corporation.
The questions presented are (1) whether
the federal district court has jurisdiction
of the underlying nonstatutory claim
and, if so, (2) whether appellant has a
statutory right to intervene pursuant to
I. Pub.L.No.92-500, 86 Stat. 816.
S~:ction
·505(b)(l)(B) is codified as 33 U.S.C.
§ 1365(b)(l){B) (Supp. II, 1972). Because of
their relevance, we quote subparagraphs (a)
and (b) of § 1365 in full:
"§ 1365.

Citizen suits.

§ 505(b)(1)(B) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972.1
The Board's amended complaint invokes the district court's federal question
·jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C.
§ 1331(a).2 It characterizes this case as
"an action to abate pollution of the
Grand Calumet River, a navigable
stream and tributary of Lake Michigan,
a body of interstate water." Specifically, the Board alleges that defendant's
industrial plant in Gary, Indiana, has discharged cyanide and ammonia nitrogen
into tl}e river in quantities which exceed
the limits specified by the Board's regulations.3 In its prayer for relief, the
United States, or a State·to require compliance with the standard, limitation, or order,
but in any such action in a court of the
United States any citizen may intervene as
a matter of right.
(2) under subsection (a)(2) of this section
prior to sixty days after the plaintiff has
given notice of such action to the Administrator,
except that such action may be brought immediately after such notification in the case of
an action under this section respecting a violation of sections 1316 and 1317(a) of this
title. Notice under this subsection shall be
given in such manner as. the Administrator
shall prescribe by regulation."

(a) Authorization; jurisdiction.
Except as provided in subsection (b) of
this section, any citizen may commence a civil
action on his own behalf(1) against any person (including (i) the
United States, and (ii) any other governmental instrumentality or agency to the extent permitted by the eleventh amendment
to the Constitution) who is alleged to be in
violation of (A) an effluent standard or limitation under this chapter or (B) an order 2. That section provides:
issued by the Administrator or a State with
"(a) The district courts shall have original
respect to such a standard or limitation, or
jurisdiction of all civil actions wherein the
(2) against the Administrator where
matter in controversy exceeds the sum or
there is alleged a failure of the Administravalue of $10,000, exclusive of interest and
tor to perform any act or duty under this
costs, and arises under the Constitution,
chapter which is not discretionary with the
laws, or treatie·s of the United States."
Administrator.
Paragraphs 1 and 3 of the amended complaint
The district courts shall have jurisdiction,
allege that the amount in controversy exceeds
without regard to the amount in controversy
$10,000, exclusive of interest and costs.
or the citizenship of the parties, to enforce
I
such an effluent standard or limitation, or
3. For several years the Board has been trying
such an order, or to .,9rder the Administra,tor
to compel defendant to minimize these disto perform such act or duty, as the case may_
-.. charges. In 1967 it promulgated water qualibe, and to apply any appropriate civil penal- '
ty standards which it claims U. S. Steel has
ties under section 1319(d) of this title.
violated. In 1970 the Board held an adminis(b) Notice.
trative hearing and ordered defendant to inNo action may be commencedstall new water treatment facilities; its order
(!) under subsection (a)(l) of this secwas set aside by the Indiana courts as not
tionsupported by adequate findings of fact.
(A) prior to sixty days after the plaintiff
In 1973 the Board commenced this litigahas given notice of the alleged violation (i)
tion. In its original complaint it invoked the
to the Administrator, (ii) to the State in
jurisdiction of the federal court pursuant to 28
which the alleged violation occurs, and (iii)
U.S.C. § 1332, alleging that the parties were
to any alleged violator of the staooard, limiof diverse citizenship. In that complaint, the
tation, or order, or
Board alleged violations of its own regulations
(B) If the Administrator or State has
and asked the federal court to impose the
commenced and is diligently prosecuting a
statutory penalties authorized by Indiana law.
civil or criminal action in a court of the
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Board asks the federal court to order
defendant to abate its pollution of the
Grand Calumet River, to enter judgment
in the amount of $80,000 (representing
penalties authorized by Indiana statute),
and to grant "all other proper relief in
the premises."
Appellant, a private citizen of Indiana,
moved to intervene, alleging that his interests in the waters of Lake Michigan
and the environment of the State of Indiana may be adversely affected by
these proceedings.
He adopted the
Board's allegations and, in addition, alleged that defendant was causing oil to
accumulate in the river and that its discharges were polluting Lake Michigan.«
He claimed "an unconditional right to
intervene" pursuant to § 505(bX1XB).
The district court denied the motion to
intervene,. holding that the nuisance action was not brought to require compliance with an effluent standard or limitation promulgated pursuant to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (hereinafter "the 1972
Act"), and therefore that § 505{b)(1)(B)
of that Act did not grant appellant a
right to intervene. The district court
also denied U. S. Steel's motion to dismiss, holding that the jurisdictional question was answered by the unanimous
opinion of the Supreme Court in Illinois
v. City of Milwaukee, 406 U.S. 91, 92
S.Ct. 1385, 31 L.Ed.2d 712. We affirm.

to intervene we must decide whether the
district court has jurisdiction of the underlying claim. 'For, as defendant argues, if it is apparent from the record
that jurisdiction is lacking, we must order the action dismissed. 5 Moreover, the
jurisdictional question must be answered
by reference to the allegations in the
amended complaint, unaided by the additional allegations in pleadings submitted
in support of the motion to intervene:
See Pianta v. H. M. Reich Co., Inc., 77
F.2d 888, 890 {2d Cir. 1935).
The Board's amended complaint, unlike appellant's pleadings, contains no allegation of pollution of Lake· Michigan.
Nor do the pleadings contain any allegation that the interests of any sovereign,
or of the citizens of any state other than
Indiana, have been affected by defendant's discharges.
The jurisdictional
question in this case is therefore not necessarily answered by the holding of the
Supreme Court in Illinois v. City of Milwaukee, 406 U.S. 91, 92 S.Ct. 1385, 31
L.Ed.2d 712.

[2] That case does, however, unequiv. ocally confirm " that § 1331 jurisdiction
will support claims founded upon federal
common law as well as those of a statutory origin." Id. at 100, 92 S.Ct. at 1391.
Moreover, that opinion expressly authorizes the federal courts to fashion a federal common law of public nuisance to
resolve controversies involving the imI.
pairment of the environmental interests
of
one state by sources outside its do[1] Before reaching the question
main.6
whether appellant has a statutory right
Subsequently, the Board filed the amended
complaint which is before us, which includes
the "federal common law" nuisance claim
discussed in the text.

4.

...

For example, in his "Amended Pleading of
Intervenor," appellant alleged:
"(12) Petitioner is a person having an
interest in the waters of Lake Michigan in
that he uses said waters for fishing and
said interest is being adversely affected in
that said waters are being polluted by the
defendant and the fish are being poisoned
by the defendant.

"(13) Petitioner is a person having an
interest which is or may be adversely affected in that the discharge of acids and
other industrial wastes into the waters of
Lake Michigan by the defendant is a threat
to petitioner's health and the health of his
family."
5. See Carson v. Allied News Co., 511 F.2d 22
(7th Cir. 1975).
6.

See, e. g., the Court's express approval of
the decision in State of Texas v. Pankey, 441
F.2d 236 (lOth Cir. 1971). See 406 U.S. at
103, 107 n. 9, 92 S.Ct. 1385.
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sometimes be dismissed for want of
Of greater relevance to this case are
jurisdiction ·where the alleged claim
the repeated references to the controlunder the Constitution or federal statling importance of federal law applicable
utes clearly appears to be immaterial
to the pollution of "interstate or navigaand
made solely for the purpose of
7
ble waters."
Those references may
obtaining jurisdiction or where such a
well imply that the federal common law
claim is wholly insubstantial and frivoof public nuisance extends to all of our
lous.
navigable waters, and perhaps to all
tributaries of interstate waters. We 327 U.S. 678, 682-683, 66 S.Ct. 773, 776,
cannot tell from the Court's opinion, 90 L.Ed. 939. .
[3] The amended complaint in this
however, whether, apart from statute,
the federal interest in navigability would case purports to state both a claim under
support a nuisance action without any Indiana law and a claim under federal
allegation of interference with naviga- common law. \Ve may assume, as detion, or whether the interest in the puri- fendant argues, that the attempt to rety of interstate bodies of water is suffi- cover statutory penalties for violation of
cient to justify nonstatutory federal pro- the Board's regulations is not a "civil
tection of all tributaries. We need not, action" over which the federal court
however, resolve such questions to decide would have independent jurisdiction.
the precise jurisdictional issue before us. Nevertheless, we cannot fairly conclude
from the pleading itself that the federal
The question we must decide is not claim is merely colorable and asserted
whether the amended complaint states a solely for the purpose of conferring jucause of action for which relief can be risdiction on the district court to decide
granted, but rather whether the com- the state law issues. Nor, in view of the
plaint raises substantial questions which h.c'l.a.d . language u~ed by the Supreme
only a federal court· may· finauy· answer. _Court in the Citv. of Milwaukee opinion,
As the :Supreme Court neid m Beil v: with particular reference to its emphasis·
Hood:
on the federal interest in uniformity in
Whether the complaint states a cause dealing with the pollution of interstate
8
of action on which relief could be or navigable waters, can we charactergranted is a question of law and just ize the Board's federal claim as "wholly
9
Surely
as issues of fact it must be decided insubstantial and frivolous."
enough
has
been
alleged
to
give
the disafter and not before the court has assumed jurisdiction over the controver- trict court jurisdiction to decide whether
sy. * * * The previously carved the Board is entitled to some relief as a
10
out exceptions are that a suit may matter of federal common law.
7.

Id. at 99, 102, 104, 92 S.Ct. 1385.

8.

"[I]t is not only the character of the parties
that requires us to apply federal law. . . .
As Mr. Justice Harlan indicated for the
Court in Banso Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398, 421-427 [84 S.Ct. 923,
936--940, 11 L.Ed.2d 804], where there is an
overriding federal inte.rest in the need for a
uniform rule of decision or where the controversy touches basic interests of federalism, we have fashioned federal common
law." 406 U.S. at ~05 n. 6, 92 S.Ct. at
1393. (Citations omitted).

9.

While U. S. Steel argues that the application of this federal common law depends on
the existence of a conflict between sovereigns, we note that, with one exception, the
federal district courts have permitted the federal government to utilize this federal com-

mon law ·as a basis for pollution-abatement
actions. See United States v. Stoeco Homes,
Inc., 359 F.Supp. 672 (D.N.J.l973); United
States v. United States Steel Corp., 356
F.Supp. 556 (N.D.Ill.l973); United States v.
Ira S. Bushey & Sons, Inc., 346 F.Supp. 145
(D.Vt.l972). Contra, United States v. Lindsay, 357 F.Supp. 784 (E.D.N.Y.l973).
In
United States v. Lindsay, the district court
stated that City of Milwaukee was addressed
to situations involving suits between states.
357 F.Supp. at 794. The court had announced. earlier, however, that it was not deciding this question at this time. 357 F.Supp.
at 793-794.
10. We need not decide, consequently, whether
the 1972 Amendments anrJ the regulations
promulgated thereunder have acted to "preempt the field of federal common law of nuisance," in Justice Douglas' words. 406 U.S.
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The district court correctly assumed
jurisdiction of the controversy. Whether
it correctly held that the amended complaint stated a federal cause of action is
a question which is not properly before
us on this appeal.

II.

subsection (f) to include "an unlawful
act under subsection (a) of section 1311
of this title." 11 That subsection (i. e.,
§ 1311(a)) provides that:
Except as· in compliance with this
section and sections 1312, 1316, 1317,
1328, 1342, and 1344 of this title, the
discharge of any pollutant by any person shall be unlawful.

[4] Under 33 U.S.C. § 1365(b)(1)(B),
appellant, as a private citizen, is entitled
to intervene if, and only if, the underly- Appellant does not argue that defendant
ing action was commenced and is being has failed to comply with any of ·the
prosecuted to require compliance with a enumerated sections of the Act except
"standard, limitation, or order" within the remaining portion of § 1311. The
the meaning of the 1972 Act. We hold other sections are plainly inapplicable.12
that an action to abate a nuisance as a The remainder of § 1311, in brief, promatter of federal common law is not vides a timetable for the promulgation
such an action and that the II].Otion to of various effluent limitations to become
intervene was therefore correctly denied. effective, in some cases no later than
The term "effluent standard or limita- July 1, 1977, and in others no later than
tion under this chapter" is defined in July 1, 1983.13 Appellant argues that deat 107, 92 S.Ct. at 1395. Prior to the promulgation of effluent limitations, this possibility
had been rejected by several courts. People
of the Statt> of Illinois ex rei. Scott v. City of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 366 F.Supp. 298, 299-301 (N.D.III.l973); United States v. Ira S.
Bushey & Sons, Inc., 363 F.Supp. 110, 119-120 (D.Vt.I973); United States v. United
States Steel Corp., 356 F.Supp. 556, 558-559
(N.D.II1.1973).
11.

Subsection (t) reads as follows:
'"For purposes of this section, the term
'efr1uent standard or limitation under this
chapter' means (I) effective July 1, 1973,
an unlawful act U!'lder subsection (a) of
&ection 1311 of this title; (2) an effluent
limitation or other limitation under section
1311 or 1312 of this title; (3) standard of
performance under section 1316 of this title; (4) prohibition, effluent standard or
pretreatment standards under section 1317
of this title; (5) certification under section
1341 of this title; or (6)' a permit or condition thereof issued under section 1342,. of
this title, which is in effect under this chapter (including a requirement applicable by
reason of section 1323 of this title)." 33
u.s.c. § 1365(f).

12. Section · 1312 provides for the establishment of a stricter effluent limitation in areas
where those defined by § 1311(b) are inadequate to maintain a water quality level
"which shall assure protection of public water
supplies, agricultural and industrial uses" and
other important uses. No such stricter limitation has, to our knowledge, been established
for this U. S. Steel facility. Thus, the reference in § 1311(a) to § 1312 is inapplicable
here.
~12

f. 2d-b(>

Similarly inapplicable are §§ 1316, 1317,
and 1328 which provide for effluent limitations for new point sources, special toxic pollutants, and for discharges associated with an
approved aquaculture project. Nor would U.
S. Steel have to obtain a permit containing
the standards set forth in § 1344 for the discharge of dredged or fill material.
Thus, the only sections with which U. S.
Steel need comply are § 13ll(b), which
defines effluent limitations for existing point·
sources, and § 1342, which establishes a permit program to ensure the observance of
§ 131l(b)'s standards. The E.P.A. has, however, issued permits to major pollution
sources even before the issuance of the relevant effluent limitations guidelines. See T.
Arnold, Effluent Limitations and NPDES, 15
B.C.Ind. & Com.L.Rev. 767, 772-773 (1974);
33 U.S.C. § 1342(a)(I). Neither U. ·s. Steel
nor Sekerez has informed us, however, that
the Gary facility had in fact received a permit
at the time of these discharges in early 1973.
Thus, we assume that these discharges did
not violate the terms of any federal permit.
Similarly, as the rec()rd contains no allegation
to the contrary, we assume that U. S. Steel
has made proper application for a discharge
permit, thus shielding it from liability for discharges in tl)e absence of a permit under 33
U.S.C. § 1342(k). See generally, Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Train, 510
F.2d 692, at 696 (D.C.Cir., 1974).
13. Pursuant to 33 U.S.C. § l314(b), the Administrator of the federal Environmental Protection Agency is responsible for promulgating guidelines to establish the effluent standards or limitations called for throughout the
amendments. Section l311(b) requires that
existing point sources achieve, by 1977, an
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fendant could not possibly be in compliance with any such limitation before it
has been promulgated; ergo, he argues,
before an applicable limitation takes effect, defendant is totally prohibited from
discharging any pollutant into the river.
Since the amended complaint seeks
abatement, he therefore contends that it
is an action to require compliance with
the 1972 Act. 14
On its face, § 1365(f) does not support
Sekerez' position. The ·term "effluent
standard or limitation under this chapter" is defined as an unlawful act under
subsection (a) of section 1311 of Title 33
only "effective July 1, 1973." See n. 11,
supra. The amended Complaint herein
refers to discharges by the Gary facility
on April 12, April 19, April 26, and May
9, 1973, all well before the crucial July 1,
1973, date. Thus, § 1365(f)(1) is not
available to Sekerez. As the · relevant
limitations, standards of performance,
prohibitions, certifications, and permits
referred to in § 1365(f)(2)-{6) either had
not been promulgated as of the dates of
the discharges or are not applicable here
(see n. 12, supra), the underlying action
cannot be one to require compliance with
effluent limitation "which shall require the
application of the best practicable control
technology currently available" and, by 1983,
an effluent limitation "which
shall
require application of the best available technology economically achievable for such category or class, which will result in reasonable
further progress toward the national goal of
eliminating the discharge of all pollutants."
The effluent limitations defined in § 13ll(b)
are to be incorporated into the discharge permits issued each point source under 33 U.S.C:
§ 1342(a)(l}.
At the time the underlying suit was brought
by the Stream Pollution Codtrol Board, the
Administrator of the E.P.A. had not promulgated the effluent limitation guidelines that
would establish the permissible emissions by
the class or category of point sources of
which this U. S. Steel facility is a member.
Subsequently, on February 19, 1974, notice of
proposed effluent limitation guidelines ·for the
iron and steel manufacturing point source category was given. 39 Fed.Reg. 6484 (1974).
These proposed limitations were adopted by
the Administrator on June 28, 1974, as 40
C.F.R. Part 420. 39 Fed.Reg. 24114 (1974).
We assume, arguendo, that these limitations

a standard, limitation, or order, the predicate · for
intervention
under
§
1365!_b)(1)(B).
Even assuming, however, that the
amended complaint can be read to refer
to discharges continuing beyond July 1,
1973, and therefore into the time period
to which § 1365(f)(1) applies, there are at
least two reasons why appellant's argument is unacceptable. First, § 1311(a)
speaks in terms of compliance with sections of the statute, rather than compliance with an effluent standard or limitation. We think defendant is ip. compliance with the statute as long as it does
not violate any of its provisions. Since
its discharges cannot violate any effluent
standard or limitation until after such a
standard has become effective, defendant's earlier discharges are not prohibited by the Act; defendant is therefore in
compliance with the statute.15
[5, 6] Second, appel'lant's construction
of the statute is dramatically at odds
with the entire legislative scheme. 16 . Under appellant's view, the promuigation of
an effluent standard would be tantamount to a license to pollute, rather than
a required curtailment of an existing in- ·
are applicable to the source involved in this
case. While 33 U.S.C. § 1314(b) had required
the Administrator to adopt such regulations
within one year of October 18, 1972, his failure to do so led to the issuance of a court
order in Natural Resources Defense Council v.
Train, 6 E.R.C. 1033 (D.D.C.1973), affd, 510
F.2d 692 (D.C.Cir., 1974).
14. Appellant's argument: assumes that the
Board's amended complaint seeks total cessation of defendant's discharges of cyanide and
ammonia nitrogen. Although this is, at best,
a doubtful reading of the amended complaint,
we assume arguendo that it is a correct interpretation of the Board's prayer for relief.
15. Similarly, U. S. Steel cannot violate the
terms of a discharge permit until one has
been issued.
16. For a general review of the provisions of
the 1972 amendments see Comment, The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 1973 Wis.L.Rev. 893 (1973);
Comment, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, 14 B.C.Ind. &
Com.L.Rev. 672 (1973).

UNITED STATES v. QUESADA
Cite as 512 F.2d 10-13 (1975)

dustry practice. For, under his view,
discharges are totally prohibited until
the effluent limitation becomes effective,
and thereafter permitted in amounts not
exceeding the licensed level. It is manifest that Congress intended to require
step-by-step improvement in the quality
of discharged effluent,l7 rather than a
zigzag course with total purity demanded forthwith only to be succeeded by
varying stages of impurity.
Judge Sharp's order denying the motion to intervene is
Affirmed.

UNITED STATES of America,
Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.
Antonio QUESADA, Alfredo Flores,
alk/a Ali and Maritza Brezot,
Defendants-Appellants.
No. 74-2881.
United States Court of Appeals,
Fifth Circuit.
May 7, 1975.
Rehearing Denied June 11, 1975.
Defendants were convicted ·. in the
United States District Court for the
Southern District of Florida, James Lawrence King, J., of conspiracy to receive,
conceal, buy and sell unlawfully imported heroin, and they appealed. The Court
17. The 1977 standard requires "the application of the best practicable control technology currently available,"
33
U.S.C.
§
13ll(b)(l)(A)(i).
The 1983 standard requires ''application of the best available technology economically achievable for such category or class, which will result in reasonable
further progress toward the national goal of
eliminating the discharge of all pollutants," 33
U.S.C. § 13Il(b)(2)(A)(i).
33 U.S.C. § 125l(a)(l) defines "the national
goal that the discharge of pollutants into the
navigal;Jle waters be eliminated by 1985."
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of Appeals, Clark, Circuit Judge, held
that defendant's allegation that he was
kidnapped by. government agents and
brought into the United States did not
defeat the district court's personal jurisdiction; that the evidence was sufficient
to support the conviction; that the separate indictments of two. coconsp_irators
did not render said coconspirators unavailable to defendant as witnesses and
did not bar use of their statements
against defendant; and that defendants
were not so prejudiced by the conduct of
the Government's attorney in talking to
a prosecution witness that a mistrial
should have been declared or the witness' testimony stricken.
Affirmed.

1. Criminal Law ¢:::>99
In prosecution for conspiracy to receive, conceal, buy and sell unlawfully
imported heroin, assertion that defendant was kidnapped by government
agents and brought into United States
could not defeat personal jurisdiction of
district court, notwithstanding contention that kidnapping would violate defendant's right to be free of unlawful
searches and seizures and right to due
process. U.S.C.A.Const. Amends. 4, 5.
2. Conspiracy ~47(12)
Evidence, including testimony that
defendant referred to substance distributed by him as "very best" heroin, was
sufficient to sustain conviction of conspiracy to receive, conceal, buy and. sell
unlawfully imported heroin. Narcotic
Drugs Import an_d Export Act, § 2{b-d,
f), 42 Stat. 596 as amended.
These provisions make it clear that Congress, which very carefully created a twophased program for moving American industry toward the eventual goal of a total absence of all water pollution by 1985, did not
intend that, until the Administrator promulgated the 1977 emission standards, any discharge was to be unlawful. It would be ironic indeed if ·the promulgation of such standards, incorporating as they must "the best
practicable control technology currently available," acted to move us away from, rather
. than nearer to, this eventual goal.
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for a directed verdict.

There was

lirect evidence, or evidence from
· It could properly be inferred, that
ether oil company refused to refiChampion and accept it as a dislltor because of the existence of the
Nf/Jeaseback agreements. To the con• the evidence is overwhelming that
refusals were based on the poor fi1 condition of Champion and its
.tllflity to reduce operating expensesYery considerations which caused
.-lair to put it on a C.O.D. basis. The
dalt building
features
of
the
{leaseback arrangement appear to
att been the chief reason for Champi'1 decision to affiliate with Sinclair.
ring the entire time of deteriorating
,.tions between the parties Sinclair
tinued to pay rent on the seven stadons which Champion owned and had fi~ through the arrangement of
•tllrh it now complains. For a portion
f the time four of these stations were
tiring operated by Sinclair rather than
Champion, but Champion was building
tquity in them. Because of this growth
111 equity Champion was able to secure
JOme financial relief by placing second
mortgages on this real estate which had
originally been encumbered with mortpges representing its fuJI value.
The district court correctly determined that there was no per se violation
of the Sherman Act and that the case
did not involve an illegal tying arrangement. We find that there was ·no proof
that the contracts and leases complained
of were designed to, or did in fact, suppress interbrand competition, or otherwise result in unreasonable restraint of
trade. Such proof is required in non
per se cases. Because of our disposition
of this issue we do not reach other questions which the parties have argued on
appeal.
The judgment of the district court is
reversed and the cause is remanded with
instructions to enter judgment notwithstanding the verdict dismissing the complaint.

UNITED STATES of America,
Plaintiff-Appellee,

v.
EWIG BROS. CO., INC., a corporation,
and Eugene W. Ewig, an individual,
·
Defendants-Appellants.
UNITED STATES of America,
Plaintiff-Appellant,

v.
VITA FOOD PRODUCTS OF ILLINOIS,
INC., a corporation, and Lawrence T.
Schwefg, an Individual, Defendants-Ap·
pellees.
Nos. '73-1008, '73-1454.

United States Court of Appeals,
Seventh Circuit.
Argued Jan. 7, 1974.
Decided Aug. 28, 1974.

Action by United States to enJOin
distribution of fish contaminated with
DDT. The United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Wisconsin,
Myron L. Gordon, J ., held that distribution of fish designed f6r human consumption but containing DDT in amount
in excess of five parts per million would
be enjoined, 353 F.Supp. 250, and defendants appealed. In second case the
United States brought action seeking injunctive relief against violations of the
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The
United States District Court for the
Northern . District of Illinois, James B.
Parsons, J., entered judgment for defendants, 356 F.Supp. 1213, and United
States appealed. The Court of Appeals,
Stevens, Circuit Judge, held that DDT
and dieldrine, found in smoked chubs of
defendants were "food additives," and
that, since they were not protected by
any ~lerances, the chubs were "adulterated" as a matter of Jaw, and that conclusion of district court that Government's AOAC method of testing for
chemical r esidues could not be used to
evaluate compliance of defendants with
guidelines set forth by the Food and
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Drug Administration was clearly erroneous.
Judgment in first case affirmed,
judgment in second case reversed and
remanded.
I. Food ¢:>2

DDT is unquestionably a "pesticide
chemical," as that term is defined in the
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, § 201(q)
as amended 21 U.S.C.A. § 321(q).
See publication "·or<lR and Phrases
for other judicial conlltructionR and
definitionR.

2. Food ¢:>5

the interim limit of five parts I*
lion for DDT residue would app!J·
fish marketed interstate, was tD
upon the Food and Drug Adm
tion, notwithstanding the informal
ner of its release, as if it were a
rule published in accord with
ments of the Administrative P
Act. 5 U.S.C.A. § 551 et seq.
5. Courts ¢:>406.3(24)

Determination that the
ment's AOAC method of teatinr
chemical res.idues could not be Wlf'
evaluate compliance of defendant
ration with guidelines set by the
and Drug Administration was clearfr
roneous.

o

0

Before processing, DDT is a "pesticide chemical" on a raw product, while 6. Food ¢:>5
Accepting the Government'• AQA;
after processing it is an "additive", and
method of testing for chemical
since there is no tolerance for DDT on
fish, both before and after processing as a proper standard for measurin1
the presence of DDT causes fish to be dues of pesticide chemicals in CW.
"adulterated", without any proof that it quired conclusion that Governmeut
is actually unfit as food. Federal Food, its burden of proving repeated viola
Drug, and Cosmetic Act, §§ 201, 201(s), of Federal Food and Drug Adminlq
402, 402(a)(2)(B, C) as amended 21 U. tion guidelines by defendant corporaUi&
S.C.A. §§ 321, 321(s), 342, 342(a)(2)(B, which guidelines provided, inter · '
C).
that the interim limit of five parta •
million for 'DDT residues would applf
See publication Words and Phrases
all fish marketed interstate.
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

3. Food ¢:>5

DDT and dieldrin found in smoked
chubs taken from the Great Lakes were
"food additives" and, since they were
not protected by any tolerances, the
chubs were "adulterated" as a matter of
law within meaning of the Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act, since they contained
an unsafe pesticide chemical. Federal
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, §§ 201,
201(s), 402, 402(a)(2)(B, 9), 408 as
amended 21 U.S.C.A. §§ 321, 321(s),
342, 342(a) (2) (B, C), 346a.
4. Food €::>5

For purposes of action by United
States seeking injunctive relief against
violations of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, enforcement guidelines set
forth in press release of the Food and
Drug Administration, which stated that

Adrian P. Schoone, Racine, Wfa.. ftt
appellants Ewig Bros. Inc. et al.
Gregory B. Hovendon, Chief, Co~
er Affairs Section, U. S. Dept. of J111
tice, Washington, D. C., David J. C...
non, U. S. Atty., Milwaukee, Wla.,:
Charles J. Raubicheck, U. S. Depl of R
E. W., Washington, D. C., for the Unf~
States in No.. 73-1008.
James R. Thompson, U. S. Atty.. Gari
L. Starkman and Robert B. Schaerw.
Asst. U. S. Attys., Chicago, Ill., GrerorJ
B. Hovendon, Chief, Consumer Affalrt
Section, U. S. Dept. of ·Justice, Charte.
J. Raubicheck, U. S. Dept. of H. E. W,.
Washington, D. C., for the United State~
in No. 73-1454.
Patrick W. O'Brien, Chicago, Ill,.
Vita Food Products of Ill., Inc. et al.
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Before HASTINGS, Senior Circuit · what more disturbing way to state the
same question iR whether all of the fish
CIRuit Judges.
in the Great Lakes are "adulterated" as
a matter of statutory definition.2 If
they are, the Administrator 3 may have,
STEVENS, Circuit Judge.
There are two ways to state the prin- at least for the present, virtually unbridpal question presented by these ap- dled power to eliminate all such fish
Narrowly, the issue is whether from our food supply. We therefore atftlldues of DDT and dieldrin in smoked tach special importance to the additional
dllbs are "food additives" within the questions presented in the Vita Food ap.-ning of § 201(s) of the Federal peal. That appeal, unlike the Ewig
food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. 1 A some- Bros. appeal, 4 requires us to consider the

ltfre, and STEVENS and SPRECHER,

~tlon 201 of F.D.C.A., enn1•tctl us part of
3. Enforeement responsibility presently re,.., "Food Additive Amendment of 1958," 72
silll's in the Administrator of the Environlltat. 17M, is codified as 21 U.S.C. § 321.
mental Protection Agency. The respective
'1\e definition of "food a1lditive" rends ns
functions of the Secretary of H.E.W., the
.follows:
Secretary of Agriculture, and the Adminis(I) The term "food additive" mPans any
trator, and the trnm~fers effected by Reor•llltnnce the intended use of which resultH
ganization Pial) Xo. 3 of 1970, effective as
41' mny reasonably be eXJ>el'ted to result, diof December 2, 1970, are outlined in United
h<'tly or indirectly, in its be<-oming n compoStateR v. Go01lmon, 486 F.2d 847, 84R-84!l
·lfllt or otherwise affecting the characterill(7th Cir. 19i3).
lkw of any food (including any substance in4.
The B1dg Bro.•. c·ase waR brought as a
ftlulr.J for use in pr01lucing, manufacturing,
com11anion to complaint11 filed against five
parking, J•rocessing, 11reparing, treuting,
other defendant!! whit'11 distributed raw
packaging, trans)IOrting, or holding food :
1·hubs, 11~ Oll!IOSCd to the smoked chubs dis·
and indmling any >~our~·e of radiation intendtributed by Ewig. In all six caseR, the parfll for uny such use), if such substance i>~
tieR sti!lulat.ecl that the quantity of DIY!' in
1101 generally recognized, among experts
the chubs exl'ee~led the informal guidelines,
'DAlificd by s1·ientific training and experien1·e
nnd, in the five raw dmb eases, that DIY!'
to evaluate its safety, Ill! having been ade- .
wu!! 11 "IICHtil·ide chemical" and thnt the fi!<lt
~utely shown · through KCientific: t•rocetlureK
were "raw agricultural comm011ities" within
for, In the cnlle as a !!Ubstnnce used in fo01l
the meaning of § 201 of J<'.D.C.A. (see 21 U.S.
prior to Jaunnry 1, 19i>R, through either ~ci
C. ~ 321(q) and (r)). In all cases .Judge
..tlflc procedures or experience bnserl on
(:ordon rejected the defendnnts' argument
tvmmon use in fo011) to be snfe under the
thnt the Adminilltrator was required by stateondltions of its intended use; exc·ept thut
ute to estnblish tolerance limits for DIY!' in
••~h term doc~ not include-:-.
fish before he 1-ould claim thnt the presence
(1) n JlCllticide chemical in or on u rnw
of I >1>'1' residues rcMnlted in adulteration.
agricultural commodity; or
In the R1t'ig cuse, .Ju1lge Gordon n!Ro helcl
(2) a pesticide chemical to the extent
that DDT in the processed chubs is a food
tl1at It is intemled for use or is used iu
adclitive. I [e entered permanent injunctions
the production, Ktorage, or trnnstlOrtation
in aJI RiX ('USeR,
of any raw ngriculturnl commmlity; or
On l'l'Ilteml~er 2!}, 1973, we affirmed the
(31 a color additive; or
jmlgmentK in the five •·aRes involving rnw
(4) any Rubstanee used in nct-or1lance
dmbs nml entered an order holding the E1cig
•·ith a sanction or a)IJlroval granted prior
apt~eal for decision with l'ita Jo'ood.
See
to September
1958, )mrsuant to thil!
t:nited l'tates v. Go01lmnn, 4S6 F.21i R47, R49
tba)lter, the Poultry Pr01Iu("ts lnK)Jection
u. 10. In that cas1~ we held that the AdmiuAt'! (21 U.S.C. · 451 and the following) or
iKtrutor is not required to establish by reguthe Meat Inspection Act of March 4, 1907,
lation vermissible tolernnces of DDT and its
as amended and extended ; or
olerivatives before initiating enforcement pro(5) n new animal drug.
cel'llings or obtRining injunctive relief in
2. Section 402 of F.D.C.A., 21 U.S.C. § 342,
•mo·h a vroceediug. .Judge ~Jlrecher's opinion
cltofines adulterated food. The provisions of
in that case describes the enforcement guidenbparagrnphs (a) (2) (B) and (a) (2) (C),
line, the evideJli'C of growing notional conwhich pertain, respectively, to pestieide
o·ern over DDT 1-ontent in fish, nnd portions
rhemkals on raw agricultural commodities
of the statutory scheme which I'Ould have
ancl to fOOl! additives nrc relevant here;
been invoked by the raw chub distributor~~ to
they are quoted in n. 11, infra.
cstublish tolcrano.-es for DIY!' residues in

s;
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legal significance of an "interim guideline" announced in a press release on
April 22, 1969, as well as the district
court's findings that the testing methods
used by the government's experts were
not sufficiently reliable to demonstrate
that Vita's smoked chubs contained more
DDT than the guideline permits.

tural commodities, including frultl
etables, and meat.11 Such foocb
therefore contain DDT within tht
scribed tolerance limits without
"adulterated." It does not foil.,
ever, that a level which is either
unsafe for one food would be
safe or unsafe for another food.•
A total ban on the future use of DDT respect to the foods for which DDt
would not resolve the problem presented erances have been set, it is reaso
by this case. Although the levels of infer that the rule-making proctt~
DDT contamination are declining, we have been invoked either by the FD.\
must assume that the chemical, or its self, by manufacturers or distribuC.
derivatives, will survive as an ingredient the pesticide, or by farmers or p
of all or most foods for some time.11
who are interested in using DDT
pesticide. · Fishermen, however,
Scientists seem to agree that if the
· DDT level is high enough, the food never had any interest in using or
should not be consumed by man and, ing DDT themselves; its presence Ia
conversely, if the amount is suffic'iently environment is a condition of their
small, ingestion of DDT may be harm- -and also of the business of dia
less. Danger levels have not been pre- ing or processing fish-for whi~ •
cisely defined.
The record demon- are not responsible and which they ;t
strates; however, that in fish levels in no interest whatsoever in perpetad
In short, unlike farmers and pestiq
the range of 5 parts per million are neisalesmen,
they have never had an1
ther (a) generally recognized among
est
in
adding
DDT to the envi
qualified experts as safe,6 nor (b) deor
to
the
food
supply.
From their pmonstrably injurious to health or unfit
. of view, it is not an item which is
7
for human consumption. At the levels
to their products; it is a natural
disclosed by the record before us, the efnent of the fish before it is caugbb
fect on human health is somewhat unalone processed.
certain.
[1) Unquestionably DDT is a "pesticide chemical" as that term is defined in
§ 201(q) of F.D.C.A. See 21 U.S.C. §
321(q). Pursuant to &tatutory proce-·
dures, tolerances· have been established
for its use in or on various raw agricultheir J•rodut•ts. The only c-ontention rnist>•l
by Ewig HroH. ou thh; UJlJlenl is thnt .Judge
Gordon erroneously held thnt DDT residues
in smoked elmlli! nrc n "food ntltlitive."
5. Concentration levels vnry in different kinds
of tissue. It is higher in Grent Lnkes fish
thnn in most other foods, nut! eHJledully high
in the fut tis.~ue 11ncl iu fish eaught in certain parts of Lake Michigan.
6.

See also United States v. Goodman, supra,
486 Jt'.2d 851-853.

7. The goverume11t made no effort to e!!tublish adulteration as tlefined in snbJ•arugraJ•hs
(a) (1) or (a) (3) of § 402. See 21 U.S.C. §
342.

In this case the government's c
that defendants' chubs are "adulte
is not predicated on a claim that •
particular fish defendants sell contaJ
poisonous substance or are otherwitt
fit for food pursuant to either sub
graph ( 1) or subparagraph (3) of I .
8. :o;cc -40 C.F.R. § 180.147. Thus, for
J•le, a tolerance of seven 11arts 11er IDil
lutK been establishe..i for n number of ·
inc·luding "fat of meat from cattle, Cl
hob'!!, horses, und sheep . • • 1
"''Juash, . • . " and a tolerance of
ont• J•art J•er million for a number of
items, such ns nrtidtokes, peanuts aDd
itihes. Tolerances have ulso been establ
for dieldrin. 40 C.F.R. § 180.137.
9. Different foods ure, of f'onrse, ronsuiM(
differing !Juuntities and absorbed lnte
botl.v 11111ler •liffering conditions. The elili
nation of fnt by t.'Onsuming only fillet Ill t
fish, for exam1•le, muy significantly rto1e
the intake of DDT.
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the F.D.C.A.l0 Under those subpara-.phs the government would have the
..rden of proving that the fish are ac•..dy harmful to man. Instead, the
ment's claim is predicated on §
t(a)(2)(C),II under which it need
. prove that "such substance is not
lly recognized, among experts
lllified by scientific training and expe• ftl(e to evaluate its safety, as having
'""' adequately shown through scientifprocedures .
to be safe under
conditions of its intended use
" § 201(s) of the F.D.C.A.,
.1 U.S.C. § 321(s),12

Jt is the government's position that a
fair analysis of the statutory scheme
Coarress has enacted, including the allocation of. decision-making responsibility
y,·een the agency and the judiciary,
ifies proceeding under this section.
For if, as the government contends,
DDT is a food additive, the Food and
Drug Administration may itself decide
..hen products containing quantities of
DDT should be removed from public
·eonaumption, without having to rely
tpon the decisions-possibly inconsistent
~lh one another-of different federal
judges determining danger to health unlt.

~fetionR 402(a) (1) and 402(a) (3), rodiftfll In 21 U.S.C. § 342, provide:
A food shall be deemed to be aululternted
-(a) PoiHonous, insanitary, et<'., ingredifDIM.

(1) If it benr11 or ('Ontain~ any JIOisonouli
or delt>terions substanc·e whit·h may render
It Injurious to health; but in cnHe the sub•tontoe iR not nn nd<led substance such fo()(J
aball not be <'On~>itlered a<lultt>rate<l umler
thiN clause if the quantity of MU<'h subltanre in such food doe11 not ordinarily
rrnder it injurious to ll<'nltla;

•

•

•

•

•

(3) if it <'Onsists in whole or in part of
1ny filthy, putrid, or <lerom}IOSI!(I subatant-e, or if it is otht'rwise unfit for food.

II. That section, also ('Odifie<l in 21 U.S.C. §
3-12, provides that n food shall be <leeml!(l
adulteratl!(l
(C) if it is, or if it bears or •·ontnins,
any fO()(I a<l«<itive which iH unsafe v.-ithin
the meaning of section 348 of this title:
Prorided, That where a pesticide ehemicnl
hu been use<l in or on n raw ugrieultural
<'Ommodity in t'Onformity with un exemption granted or n tolerance prescribecl un-

der §§ (a)(l) and (a)(3) on a case-bycase basis .
The question, then, is whether DDT
and dieldrin in defendants' processed
fish are "food additives" within the
meaning of§ 201(s).
I.

We have recently identified the principal purposes of the food additive amendment of 1958.13 Neither the purpose to
establish a procedure for premarketing
clearance of untested food additives, nor
the intent to permit the evaluation of
such products to encompass a consideration of their benefits, as well as their
potential for harm, seems directly relevant to the question before us. Rather,
we are concerned with products which,
at least primarily, were intended to be
regulated as pesticide chemicals rather
than as food additives. It is therefore
appropriate to review the development
of the pesticide chemical legislation enacted in 1954 as well as the food additive amendment itself.
Prior to 1938 a poisonous substance
added to a food during processing would
not cause adulteration unless the government could prove that the food itself, as
der ~~~·tion 346n of this title and lltl<"h raw
agricultural t'Ommodity ha11 been Kubjectl!(l
to pr()(·el!Ming Huch as <'anning, <'OOking,
freezing, <lehydrnting, or milling, the reNi·
due of stttoh peNtid<le •·hemi<'nl remaining
in or on Nu<'h t•rm·eRsed foo<l shall, not·
witlu•tnri<lfng tift> toroviHion:. of· sections
3-16 mul 34fl of thi>~ title. not be cleemed
unsafe if su<'h resi<lne in or on the rnw
ugrieultural rommodity haN been removl!(l
to the extent possible in gO()(! manufn.-turing pruetice and the •·on<'Cntration of Ru<'h
residue in the processed fo()(l when ready
to ent is not greater than the tolernnee
I>reMcribed for the raw agri<-ulturi1l commodity .
Hubse•·tion (u) (2) (B) provideH n similar
standard:
(B) if it is a rnw agri<'ultural •·ommodity
and it bears or contains a pesticide chemi<'al which i>< unsufe within the meaning of
section 346a (a) of thiN title
12. The government clearly met that burden
in thiK CUKe.
13. ~ee C'ontineatal Chemi11te Cor!•· v. Rm·kelshnus, 7 Cir., 461 F.2d 331, 340-341 (1972).
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opposed to the added substance, was
unsafe.1 4 After 1938, however, the statute has focused attention on the character of the added substance. Section 406
of the 1938 Act prohibited the use of
poisonous or deleterious substances unless industry demonstrated that the substance was required for processing and
also persuaded the Administrator 15 to
issue a tolerance regulation permitting
use in amounts below a specified level.
Pending the promulgation of such a tolerance regulation, the addition of any
poisonous or deleterious substance--even
traces which could not possibly· affect
the safe ·character of the end productconstituted adulteration as a matter of
law. 16 The "per se" approach adopted
in 1938 placed the burden of proving
safety upon industry and, as a matter of
procedure, mandated marketing delays
until after formal administrative review
could be completed.
Although the 1938 Act authorized the
promulgation of regulations limiting the
14. United State" v. Lexington l\Iill & Eie,·n·
tor Co., 232 U.S. 3!l9, 34 H.Ct. 3.'37, ;,g L.Ed.
G!iS.

15. ~ee n. 3, supra.
16. To !!Often the impact of u rule which DJl·
tlenred to estnblhllt that f001l <'Ontnining even .
traces of a deleterious substnnf'e wn::~ ndulter·
ated as a matter of lnw, some c'Ourts rend the
de mini111i11 qunlifiention whi<"h had existe•l
under the I•revious statute, Unite•! States v.
133 Cases of Tornato,·l'nste, 22 F.Rupp. 515
(E.D.Pn.1938), into the. new statute. - H(>e·
33S Cartons, More or Less, of Dutter v. Unit·
e•l States, 165 l:t'.2d 728 (4th Cir. 1947). See
also United States v. 4S4 llngR, More or
Less, 423 F.2t.l S:-19. 841 n. 1 (5th Cir. 1970).

17. 'l'he ))I'OI'etlure before the 1!lrl4 nmendmentll was described in the Renate RetlOrt us
follows:
Under existing Jaw, added poisonous ond
deleterious substance:r-and most pesticide
chemicals fall in this class-must be kept
out of foods uule.~s they ore required in
production or cannot be avoided by gootl
manufacturing t•racti<'e.
"·hen such n
substance is required in I•rodu<"tion-ns
many pesticide ehemicnls nre required in
growing agriculturul •·rops-n tolerance
moy be estnblishrd by the Seeretory of
Health, E•luc·ntiou, and ""elfare, hut onlv
ufter a formal public hearing. Detail~!
findings of fUt·t and t'Onl'lusions must be

amount of pesticide residues that remale
in or on food (since such chemicals V.'trt
obviously "poisonous ot· deleterious").
only one such regulation was actually llo
sued during the subsequent 15-year peri.
od. The absence of such formal tolftl.
ance regulations was attributable, it
part, to the expense and complexity ol
the rule-making procedure and, in part.
to the required showing that use of t.bt
added substance be essential or unavoidable during processing. 17 Instead ol
employing the statutory procedure, tbt
F.D.A. exercised practical control b1
means of an extra-legal system of unof·
ficial and informal tolerances.lll
The pesticide chemical amendment of
1954 was adopted to enable industry to
make effective use of these poisonoua
products, even when not absolutely necessary, and to simplify, expedite, and
improve the tolerance rule-makinr
procedure t9_as well as to remove uncertainty from the law.2o
mntle by the HC<'retnry us to the rl'qull'fll
use of the Jl(>stit•itle and the residue l~nll
that rnay snfely,be tolerntetl.
~eu . Hep.Xo.1635, ~rtl Cong:, 2d Ress., 2 U.
S.Cotle Cong, & Atlmin.Xews 1954, Jl. 2fl27.
18. 'l'his H)'lltcm wos apparently authoriZ('(f b1
§ 306 of the 1!)38 Al•t, cotlifictl OM 21 u.~.a
§ 336, whiC'h provides:
Xothing in thiH dtat•ter shall be roDo
struetl us requiring the Secretary to ,..
JlOrt for t•roMet:ntion, or for the institutloa
of lihel or injunction proceedings, minor
vi.olntions of this l'ltiiJlter whenever he btlieve!l thut the public interest will be adequately served by n suituble written notlct
or wurning.
Home of the •lifficultieH with this system are
.c·unvnssetl in Ju•lge Frank's diSHenting otllll•
ion in Unitr•l StateR v. 4-49 Cases, Contninlll(
'l'omnto l'a!lte, 212 l:t'.2d G67, 575-581 (2d
Cir. 1954).
19. The primnry purtlOse of the bill is to ••
sure grenter prote..tion of the tmbllc health
by im11roving, llimJllifying, and SJ~eeding up
the t•roc-eclure under the Fecleral Food,
Drug, mul Cosmeti<' A<'t, for reguluting the
nrnount of resitlue whit·h rnny remuin on raw
ngri<'ulturul •~•mmoditiell after use of PE'HII·
(·itle chrmit-uls.

•

•

•

20. Sre Xote 20 on page 721.
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UNITED STATES v. EWIG BROS. CO., INC.
Cite liS 502 F.2d 715 (1974)

Tbe 1954 Act created a category of
.fded poisonous substances known as
~ticide

chemicals" and authorized
fir use in or on "raw agricultural
odities" unless they were "unsafe"
.tlhin the meaning of a newly enacted §
•• That section provided that every
fcide chemical was "unsafe" unless
rRmpted by the Secretary or used witha tolerance limit prescribed by the
flcretary. Ex~ept insofar as courts
iould continue to read a de minimis extfPtion into the new requirements,2 ~ and
pt insofar as the Administrator
auld decline t.o pro!!ecute minor violalions, every pesticide chemical was unfe and caused adulteration unless and
btil it was the subject of a tolerance
loDd thereafter used in conformity with
tilt tolerance. As a matter of practice,
a large number of tolerances were proJIU]gated; the use of DDT and dieldrin
wu thereafter lawful as long as resillaes of these pesticides on raw agriculblral commodities did not exceed specified limits.23
.Just as the pestiCide chemical amendllent in 1954 ·created a new category of
added substances which automatically
caused adulteration unless exempted or
A 1•rimary obje<•tive in drafting the bill
wnM to develOJl leghdation that would pro·
vide for )Jrom)lt administrative action to
JICnnit effe<:tlve use of Jieliticide chemical!!
without hazard to the public, health :•. legislation that wou!ll be Rnfe for ron~uincr~
and Jtractical for )Jroducers.
Sen.RepSo.1635, 83rd Cong., 2d Sess., supra
n.I7. at 1•. 262'7.
20. • • •
[C]ontrol
exercised
through unoffil·ial and informal toleron<•es
[, sin<'e] the ne<·e~<.'<ary toleran<·es
luwo not yet been iK-'<ue<.l :
. has b<'en
'reK)JOnsihle for un!'ertainty under the luw.
It has han<liea)IJJC<.l the Government In en·
forcing the luw, the grower in <'Om)llying
with the law, and the pesticide manufacturer
an•l Fe•lcral mul Rtnte agencies in discharging their rcM)JOnsibility for advising
and making re<·ornmendations to the grower
with reSJJCCt to the use of pcsti<·i•le cheinirals.
Sen.ReJI. Xo. 1635, !l3rd Cong., 2d Sess.,
1upra n. 17 at p, 2627.
21. ThiR Re<'tion is rodifie<l as 21 U.S.C.
340n.
502 F.2d-46

~
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used in conformity with an established
tolerance, so did the 1958 amendment
create still another new category-food
additives-which also, by definition,
caused adulteration unless exempted or
used within a prescribed tolerance. Section 402, describing adulterated food,
was amended to include any food which
bears or contains an "unsafe" food additive, and every such additive was
deemed unsafe unless used in compliance
with a tolerance regulation issued under
a new § 409.
Thus, congressional efforts to define
and regulate adulterated food in the 20
years before 1958 reflected a consistent
desire to rationalize the law by reducing
the circumstances in which the F.D.A.
must prove actual danger to a quantity
of food and by establishing a system of
tolerances which will both protect the
public and enable industry to operate effectively.
The legislative history of the 1958 Bill
indicates concern about the difficulties
present when dangerous substances
could not be proscribed by per se rules.24
Since Congress used broad lan_guage in
order to eliminate such difficulties, we
should not construe it narrowly. The
22. :'Ice n. 16; supra. "·e have found no case
llJIJJlying or refu11ing to apply the de minimis
cx<'e)Jtion to J•roduc>t!! <·ontaining }JeSticide
chemicals.

23. gee n. 8, supra. .
24.

[U)nder existing law the Federal
Government is 'unable to prevent the use in
foods of n poiNOnoul! or deleterious subRtance until it first 11roves that the additive iR )JOisonouH or deleterious. To es·
tnblish this proof through experimentation with generations of mice- or other
animals may require 2 yen!'ll or even more
on the part of the relatively few scientists
the Foo•l nnd Drug A•lministration is able
to assign to a particular problem. Yet,
until that proof is forthcoming, an uuscruJlUlous processor of foodstuffs is perfectly
free to purvey to millions of our people
foodstuffs rontaining additive11 which may
or may not he capable of producing illness,
<lcbility, or death.
f'!en.Rcp.No.2422, R5th Cong., 2d Sess., 3 U.
Rf'ode Cong. & A•lmin.Xews 1958, p. 5300.
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language, set forth in full above,2 11 defines a food additive as any substance,
"the intended use of which results or
may reasonably be expected to result, directly or indirectly, in its becoming a
component or otherwise affecting the
characteristics of any food .
Although Congress was primarily concerned with substances used by a food
processor, neither the language nor the
history of the 1958 Act limits its application to such substances.26 The words
"the intended use of which" are not confined, as they easily could have been
confined, to use in food processing.
Vita has argued that a process, such
as smoking, during which nothing new
is added to a food, cannot "transmogrify" a preexisting component of a food
into an additive. But whether the food
be fish, fruit, or meat, if the component
is a pesticide chemical, we think that is
exactly what Congress intended.

[2] Although it may seem odd to
place the label "additive" on a chemical
substance which was a component of the
raw product and which is not changed
by processing, Congress' choice of that
label does not result in any "transmogrification." Before processing, DDT is
a "pesticide chemical" on a raw product;
after processing, it is an ;,additive."
Since there is no tolerance for DDT on
fish, both before and after processing
the presence of the DDT causes fish to
be adulterated without.' any proof that it
is actually unfit as food. Defendants'
contention, if accepted, would result in
the anomaly that a chemical such as
DDT would adulterate all raw fish, but
adulteration of processed fish would be
25.

~ee

n. 1, llttpra.

26. See the passage from the Legislative History of the A•·t, quoted in n. 28, infra. Xote
the nse of the word!! "11rincipal exam11les" in
the lnnguage whi•·h hns been em11hasized by
Vita Foods.
27.

.
. [T]his <'Ourt is al'utely aware of
the fa•·t that it i11 not the proper bo<ly to
more narrowly define broad ::~tnndnr1lR in
this area so that they can be applied in a
Courb know neither
11articular case.
what is necessnry for the health of the

determined on an uncertain case-by-case
basis. We conclude that such a con·
struction of the statute is illogical and
unacceptable.27
This conclusion is confirmed by the
full text of the description of products
which are "unsafe"-and therefore
"adulterated"-because they contain
food additives. Subsection (a) (2) (C)
.of § 402 provides that a food is adulterated:
"
if it is, or it bears or con·
tains, any food additive which is un·
safe within the meaning of section
409: Provided, That where a pesticide
chemical has been used in or on a raw
agricultural commodity in conformity.
with an exemption granted or a toler·
ance prescribed under section 408 and
such raw agricultural commodity has
been subjected to processing such as
canning, cooking, freezing, dehydrat·
ing, or milling, the residue of such
pesticide chemical remaining in or on
such processed food shall, notwithstanding the provisions of sections
406 and 40~, not be deemed unsafe if
such residue in or on the raw agricul·
tural commodity has been removed to
the extent possible in good manufac·
turing practice and the concentration

of such residue in the processed food
when ready to eat is not greater than
the tolerance prescribed for the raw
agricultural commodity;". 72 Stat.

I
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1784. (Emphasis added.)
Quite clearly the need for the proviso
~rose from the fact that the definition
of a "food additive" is broad enough to
include any residue of a pesticide chemical remaining in or on food after procconsuming public nor what can reasonably
be expected from the canning industry.
Furthermore. thiA is not a determination
that should be made individually for each
·l'a!le on the bn11is of expert testimony,
The Food and Drug Administration should
set definite standards in each industry
which, if reasonable, and in line with exllressed Congressional intent, would have
the force of law.
United ~totes v. 1,500 Cases More or Less,
Tomnto PaMte, 236 F.2d 208, 211 (7th Ci~.
1956) .
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essing. Prior to the 1958 amendment
only raw agricultural commodities could
be adulterated as a matter of law because of the presence of such an added
chemical; processed foods were not subject to that risk. Accordingly, prior to
1958, the exemption for such pesticide
chemicals used within tolerance limits on
raw agricultural commodities was suffident to avoid the risk of "per se" adulteration for all food subject to that risk.
But when the "per se" concept was enlarged to encompass processed food,
which might, of course, contain some
chemical residue, it became necessary either (a) to make the "food additive"
and the "pesticide chemical" categories
mutually exclusive, or else (b) to enact a
specific proviso to cover the area of
overlap.
Cong'ress made the latter
choice.
The proviso which Congress enacted
avoids the necessity for duplicate tolerances, one covering the use of the chemical on the raw commodity and the second applying to the same chemical after
processing. The fact that an express
proviso was needed to avoid that consequence confirms our re~ding of the food
28. ThuK, for example, consider the excerpt
from the

~('nate

Report:

J,egi.•lative Ili.•tory
The ll'~islation nlMo coven! substances
whieh mny reasonably 'b~ e:q>e<·ted to bel'Onte u t'OIIIJIOnent of any fooo or to !lffel't
the chnrnc·teri11ti<'ll of Rny food. These sub-stanc·es are generally referred to us "itiC'i<lental a<l<litives."
'l'he J•ritwiJ•nl examtlles of both intentional ami inc·i<lental udditives are substnnc•es
intl'nclecl for use in producing, manufacturing, packing, t•roc·esHing, J•rcJ•nring, treating, packnging, trmtKJIOrting, or hol<lin~
food.
On the other hand, substnuces which may
ac-ciclentally get into a food, ns for example,
)1aint11 or cleaning solutions use<l in food
11rocessing t•lants, are not <'Overed by the
legislation. 'rhese nclditives are generally
referrecl to us "acc•iclental additives," since
these suhstnm·es if properly used mny not
reasonably he expected to be<·ome n c·omtiOnent of a food or otherwise to affec·t the
characteristit~ of n food. If accidental addith·e!! clo get into food, the t•rovisions of
the Foocl, I )rug, aud Cosmetic Act dealing

additive definition as broad enough to
encompass pesticide chemical residues in
processed food.
[3] Thus, the tolerances for DDT
and dieldrin in or on raw fruits, vegetables, and meat are adequate to avoid
adulteration caused by the residues remaining after the foods are processed.
Without such tolerances, we think it is
clear that the presence of DDT in or on
such foods will cause adulteration pursuant to subparagraph (a)(2)(B) in their
raw state, and that the same consequence will follow from subparagraph
(a)(2) (C) after processing. We are
also persuaded that these chemicals have
the same · impact on fish in the Great
Lakes. As long as no tolerances have
been established, the raw chubs are
adulterated within the meaning of
(a)(2)(B) because they contain an unsafe pesticide chemical; after processing, by virtue of (a)(2)(C), the chubs
are adulterated because they contain an
unsafe food additive. We think this is
evident from the entire statutory
scheme, the definitional language, and
the relevant legislative history:-28 We
with JIOiNonous ancl deleterious Hubstances
would be nt•t•licable.
~ourceM of radiation (including radioactive isotopes, particle nec•elerators and Xrn:v mnc·hineM) intetulecl for use in Jll'Of'CSSing
foo<l nrc inducle<l in the term "food aclcli- .•
· tive'' as .clefin('il in thiM legi!llation.
I·~xemptecl from the scope of the legislation nre (1) pestic·ide ehemi<-als in or on
rnw agricultural rommo<litieM which are alreU<Iy covered by the pesticide <·hemieaiH
amendml'nt to the I<'eclerul Food, Drug, nn<l
Cosmetic' Ac·t (Pnhlir Lnw fi1R, R3cl ('ong.):
(2) re~idues of J>CI!ticide chemic·nls unavoidably remaining on proce!!Se<l JO<HI!! not
in ex<·e~s of toleranc·e!l t•ret<<·ribecl by Food
unci Dru~ Aclministrntion for raw agricultural c'Ommo<lities : ancl (3) subRtances alrencly np}lroved uncler the provisions of the
l<'e<lernl Ji'oocl, Drug, uncl Cosmetic Act or
tlu~ :\lent lnspec·tiou Act of !\larch 4, 1907.
The Hecretnry is given authority by this
ll'giNlntion to exempt by r!'gulntion fQ{)d aclclitive:c< for inve!!tigntional n~e by qualifie<l
expcrtM when <'Onsit!tent with the pnblie
health.
~en . Hep.No.2422, 85th Cong., 2<1 Sess., 1111l'ra n. 24, nt Jl. 5304.
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hold, therefore, that the DDT and dieldrin found in defendants' smoked chubs
were "food additives" and, since not protected by any tolerance, the chubs were
"adulterated" as a matter of law.

II.
Vita Food argues, in the alternative, that even if DDT and dieldrin are
food additives, we should nevertheless
affirm because the government failed to
prove that residues of these chemicals
exceeded the limits specified in the F.D.
A. interim enforcement guidelines. In
its opinion the district court stated that
there is never "perfect certainty" in any
scientific analysis and that the government's test methods were "not sufficiently reliable for me to find by the
·greater weight of the evidence and as a
controlling fact that the chubs sampled
by FDA in April 1972 contained DDT
concentration in excess of 5 ppm." 356
F.Supp. 1213, 1221.29
Neither party has contested the applicability of the F.D.A.'s 5 ppm enforce29. It is not clear whether it is completely accurnte to characterize these observations in
the •listrict I'Ourt's opinion as ·findings of
fact. Hi nee the court had · held that DDT is
not a f()()() a•Mitive, the government could
not prevail unless it proved that the quantity of DDT in Vita's smoke•! chubK mnde
them unfit for f()()() or injurious to health.
Clearly, the government• 11i<l not sustain that
burden. Under tl;e 11istrict court's 'iiew. of
the law, whit-h we have rejected, its observations about the unreliability of the government's test methods and about the sufficiency of the evidence proving exceS!Iive residues
of DDT were unnecessary to its deciHion.
On the other hand, its finding "that the test
method to be used by processors of smoked
chub is not sufficiently precise for a finding
of fact that the chubs sampled in April 19i2
contained DDT concentrations in excess of 5
ppm," 356 F.Supp. at 1221, can fairly be
termed an alternative ground for granting
. judgment for the defendants. For if DDT
in 11rocessed food was not a f()()(l additive
under § 321(s), and if the government faile<l
to prove it a known health hazard, a conrlusion that the preponderance of the evidence
did not sustain a conclusion that defendants'
fish exceeded 5 ppm would have been unnecessary. If such a finding is in fact an alternative ground for decision, it must be sus-

ment guideline. Nevertheless, it Is ..
that the government might have arr
that the enforcement guideline
merely adopted as an internal sta~
to determine when it would be app•
ate to initiate an enforcement proct'll!l
ing, and that publication in a Pr81
lease was merely intended to give iD4
try fair notice of its internal stan
By way of analogy, a police depart.llt
might adopt a policy of not enfordar
55 mile speed limit unless a motorilt
speed exceeded 65 miles per hour. l
der such a policy, at a trial it would·
be necessary to prove anything 1116
than a speed in excess of 55. By
parison, the F.D.A. might as a matter •
discretion withhold enforcement unit- ·
it found residues of over 5 ppm. b
have no legal obligation to prove &Ill
thing more than a trace to esta~
statutory adulteration.3o
[ 4) We do not so interpret the in~
im guidelines before us in this case; ~
both the language of the Pm.
Release 3t and the government's tmttained unless it il! •·!early erroneous. R
52(a), Fed.R.Civ.P.
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30. This llPilCIIrs to be F.D.A.'s IIOSition wid~
rest~ect to its 0.5 ppm guideline for m~ft'IIJ
in swordfish. since it has •-ontenrled ta.t
that guideline is without legal signifi<'III'C
Ree IlearingM on the .Effects of !1Iercuf1 •
l\Ian and the Environment Before the 8D
comm. on Energy, Xatural Resources, aa4
-i:he · Environment of the Senate Comm. •
Commerce, !llst Cong., 2d Sess., 11t. 1, at 3l
cite1l in Xote, Health Regulation of ~atatal
ly Hnznr1lous Foods: The FDA Dan •
Swordfish, Rfi Ilarv.L.Rev. 1025, 102S-1o:!t
(1972).

!2. '1'1,

31. The 1969 Press Release stated In lllrt

SS. T it
lllmit.

The interim-limit of 5 ppm for DDT ,...
illues will aJII'IY to all fish marketed Int.,.
stnte. l'esticille monitoring by FDA, however, iu•lieates that DDT residues a~ bf.
low 1 l'l'm in !lO JICrrent of the fWJ
marketed in this country.
'£olerances for DDT residues in otbrr
{()()(ls vary from 11roduct to product. Tht
tolerance is .05 tJI'm for milk and 7 t•.for a wide variety of fruits and vegetnblel
and in the fat of meat. FDA hns takea
steps to reduce a number of these whert
experienre has shown that lower lenll
are practicable. ApJ>. 123.
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t of it in this case 3 2 indicates that
was meant to operate more like a rule
reneral applicability than a mere preJction of how the agency would choose
exercise its prosecutorial discretion. 33
Actordingly, even though the governIWnt was not obligated to adopt any inlfrlm guideline, and might have let in. .try accept the responsibility for initiltJng tolerance proceedings, it correctly
IllUmed the burden of proving that appellant violated the specified limits. 34
(5]

The district court considered the

AOAC method of testing for chemical
midues insufficiently precise for the
rovernment to sustain its burden. It is
dear, however, that the enforcement
pldelines must' have been adopted on
the assumption-shared by government
ud industry-that existing methods of
testing DDT were sufficiently accurate
to permit meaningful administration of
the limits specified therein. The AOAC
method was used by both the government technicians and by the expert employed by appellant. However imprecise
lhat method may be, the record indicates
that it is the best method that can be
The 0.3 ppm enforcement guideline ·for
clltMrin has been in existen!'e for more than
~ years.
A11p. 62. The Reror1l 11iseloses
DO renson why its )~gal significance is 1lif·
ltrent from that for DDT.

.,
J1. The government engaged in a' t}rotra~ted . .
tvldentiary hearing for the tmrtlose of estab·
liahing that Vita'~ fish containe<l DDT in ex·
n'fll! of 5 JIJim, without ever eontencling, so
far u11 we con determine from the record,
that su1·h pro.·eedingK were unne<.>eK><nr~·.
l3. The Pre11s Helease I'Ontain!l no Iunguage
Jlmilar to thnt found .in the "Merger Guide·
lines" released by the Detlartment of Ju11ti<•e
to inform the business community of its en·
foreement poli<-y for Section 7 of the Clny·
ton Act : "['l'] hese guidelines are announ!'ed
110lely as a statement of current De11artment
policy, subjet•t to change at any time without
prior notice .
. " Department of Justice "Merger Guidelines," 11. 1. Ree United
States v. Atlantic Hichfield C'o., 297 F.SUJip.
1001. 1073 (S.D.~.Y.196!l).
34. Cf. Nixon v. United States, U.S. - ,
9-1 S.Ct. 3090, 41 L.Ed.2d 1039 .(1974) ;

(1974)
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used. Certainly the government must be
permitted to use the best testing method
yet devised by analytical chemists, for
the enforcement guidelines must have
been predicated upon that method.
Therefore, without disagreeing with the
district court's observation that the
AOAC method falls short of perfect certainty, we cannot accept the view that it
may not be used to evaluate appellants'
compliance with the guidelines. The
district court's contrary determination
was clearly erroneous.
[6] Acceptance of the AOAC method
as the proper standard for measuring
residues of pesticide chemicals in fish
leads inexorably to the conclusion that
the government met its burden of proving repeated violations of the guidelines.
In July and August of 1969, and again
in the fall of 1969, the F.D.A. collected
and analyzed 'smoked chubs shipped by
Vita in interstate commerce and found
quantities of DDT and its derivatives
ranging from 5.97 ppm to 9.67 ppm. Tr.
663-665. After this case had been commenced, additional samples were analyzed and found to contain 5.37 to 9.28
ppm.M These samples were subsequentVitarelli v. ~eaton, 3!i9 U.S. 535, 539, 79
S.C't. !)6.q, 3 L.E•1.2d 1012; L"nited States ex
rei. M·cartli v. Shnughne!ISy, 347 U.S. 260, 74
S.C't. 499, !lR L.Eil. 6.'l1 ; United States v.
Heffner, 420 F.2•1 ROO (4th Ci'r. 1970). 'Ve
tlo not sugg~st that there is anything to pre·
vent-·the F.D.A: from !'hanging the guifleline
it has enun,·iatecl, or e\'en from enforcing the
Rtatute C'ongre11.~ has cnar·tecl with no guide·
line at all. Although there nre objections to
enforcement in this way, see Judge Frank's
diHRenting opinion in t:nited States v. 449
Cases C'ontnining Tomato l'aste, .~upra n. H!,
the huluRtry woultl dearly have a remecly in
the statutory )1ro1·e•lure for the' e!ltablislnnent
of toleroni'Cll, 21 U.KC. § 348. We hoM only
that, for )IUrposeR of this litigation, the En·
foreement Guideline is binding UJIOn F.D.A.,
notwithstamiing the informnl monner of its
relenRe, as if it were a general rule Jlllblished in a<·conl with the requirements of the
A1lministrative Procedure Act.
35. A check test, run by a second chemist,
yiellle<l a range from 6.06 JIJIID to 9.88 1111m.
See Defenflants' E x. 15.
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ly analyzed by an expert employed by
appellant; he found that three out of
the seven samples contained DDT in excess of 5 ppm and that the other ranged
from 3.89 to 4.37. Finally, in October
of 1972, samples were sent to Seattle for
analysis with results ranging from 5.42
ppm to 6.54 ppm. Tr. 623.
Whether we accept the government's
evidence at face value-and since we
have held that the AOAC procedure is
acceptable,· and since the detailed records
supporting the government's conclusion
are in the record, there is persuasive
reason to do so--whether we assume
that the truth lies somewhere in between
the views of the respective litigants' experts, or even if we take the defendants'
. evidence, it is perfectly clear that the
limit specified in the 1969 guidelines
has been violated. A shipper of processed food may violate the statute even
if some, or even a majority, of its food
is not adulterated. The evidence is uncontradicted that the .Act as implemented by the guideline, has been violated.

UNITED STATES of America,
Ap~llee,

v.
Fred H. WATTS, Appellant.
No. 73-3141.
United States Court of Appeals,
Ninth Circuit.
Sept. 5, 1974.

Defendant was convicted in tht
United States District Court for tht
Southern District of California, Leland
C. Nielsen, J ;, of conspiring to brlbt
public officials, bribery, and giving fat.
testimony before a grand jury, and ht
appealed. The Court of Appeals, Elr,
Circuit Judge, held that Court would not
entertain challenge to sufficiency of m.
dence, that admission of defendant'a
grand jury testimony was proper,
that denial of defendant's request for
grand jury testimony of named witnesa
was harmless error.
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Vita argues, however, that there realAffirmed. ,
ly is no significant difference between
DDT levels of 5 ppm and levels as high
as 8 ppm. But that is an argument that
should not be addressed to us; it may 1. Criminal Law €=>1044.1(7)
properly be asserted as a reason for setCourt of Appeals would not enter.
ting a .tolerance at 8 ppm or perhaps tain challenge to sufficiency of evidence
even higher. The, F.D..A. need not have supporti~g perjury ,convictions, where
set its guideline limit at· 5 ppm, but it · there was no motion for judgment of acdid so, and industry has not seen·fit to quittal in trial court and there was no
invoke the statutory procedures for es- .manifest miscarriage of justice to wartablishing a different tolerance level. rant review of evidence notwithstandinr
In these circumstances, the government lack of motion.
has met its burden by proving that the
guidelines have been exceeded repeated- 2. Perjury €=>32(1)
ly.
Grand jury witnes.s who was ad·
The judgment in United States v. Vita vised of his constitutional rights on each
Foods is therefore reversed and remand- occasion that he was called to testify,
ed for the entry of appropriate relief. who was fully advised of nature of in·
In view of the nature of the case and vestigation and acknowledged that he
the trial judge's familiarity with the understood nature of investigation betechnical materials in the record, Circuit fore he presented grand jury testimony
was clearly given full extent of his con·
Rule 23 shall not apply.
stitutional rights; ·thus, his grand jury
The judgment in United States v. testimony was admissible in perjury
prosecution.
Ewig Bros. Co. is affirmed.
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______ ...

special favor to those who have misappropriated their rent allowance. If there
were no recoupment provision, there
would be a disincentive for welfare recipients to manage their grantn so as to
have funds available to pay their rent
each month. The recoupment provision
encourages proper money management,
an entirely acceptable, if incidental, purpose of the welfare legislation.
No doubt there are other ways in
b.ich the state could accomplish the ends
)ved by the use of the recoupment reg·,ion. However it is not for us to
:ate the wisdom of the state's choice
lns. If these. means are rationally
. to a proper end, as they are in
- ~. we have no power to go fur-

---: ·no substantial constitutional
"'esented, the district court
- 1risdiction to consider the
urged by plaintiffs. We
· this case with instruc. want of jurisdiction.

-__\t

--

of Appeals, Pel!, Circuit Judge, held that
where safety administration; in promulgating standard· which established specified processing and performance requirements for retreaded pneumatic passenger tires and which incorporated five
laboratory performance tests that were
part of safety standard for new tires,
including high speed and endurance
tests, failed to inquire adequately into
certain important topics,_including practicability of standard, thereby slighting
statutorily required considerations, and,
further, failed to evaluate reasonably
the relevant, available data, standard, insofar as it incorporated high speed and
endurance tests, must be set aside.
Set aside in part.
Stevens, Circuit Judge, concurred
and filed opinion.
1. Administrative Law and Procedure
e=>390

Fact that a government regulation
may cause economic hardship to a party
does not make such regulation unreasonable.
2. Automobiles €:::>10

H & H TillE COMPANY, Petitioner,

v.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
6F TRANSPORTATION et al.,

Respondents.
No. 71-1935.

United

Court of Appeals,
Seventh Circuit.
Argued April 5, 1972.
Decided Dec. 5, 1972.
S~s

Action by an independent tire retreader seeking judicial review of a federal motor vehicle safety standard issued
by Department of Transportation pursuant to the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966. The Court

Where safety administration, in
promulgating standard which established
specified processing and performance requirements for retreaded pneumatic
passenger tires and which incorporated
five laboratory performance tests that
were part of safety standard for new
tires, including high speed and endurance tests;· failed to inquire adequately
into certain important topics, including
practicability of standard, thereby
slighting statutorily required considerations, and, further, failed to evaluate
reasonably the relevant, available data,
standard, insofar as it incorporated high
speed and endurance tests, must be set
aside. National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, § 1 et seq., 15
U.S.C.A. § 1381 et seq.
3. Administrative Law and Procedure
e=>816

When an administrative decision is
made without consideration of relevant
factors, it must be set aside.
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When it was engaged in informal
rulemaking procedures, 5 U.S.C. § 553,
that resulted in the issuance of Standard
117, the Safety Administration received
comments reflecting a difference of
opinion about the kind of rule the Administration should adopt. Some interested parties preferred a performance
standard which would test the perform~
ance of completed retreaded tires re- ·
gardless of their method of manufacture. Others advocated a processing
standard setting forth approved methods
and processes by which tires should be
retreaded. Those favoring performance
standards maintained that retreaded
tires could and should be expected to
meet the same performance standards
established for new tires. Standard 117
in its final form reflects this point of
view and incorporates five laboratory
performance tests that are part of the
safety standard for new tires, Standard
109.4

I

PELL,
STEVENS,
Before
SPRECHER, Circuit Judges.

\

PELL, Circuit Judge.
Petitioner H & H Tire Company, an
independent tire retreader, seeks judicial
review of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety
Standard No. 117 (Standard 117) 1 issued by the Department of Transportation pursuant to the National Traffic
and l\lotor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966,
15 U.S.C. § 1381 et seq. Standard 117
establishes specified processing and performance requirements for retreaded
pneumatic passenger tires.2 On peti~
tioner's motion, this court, pending its
review, stayed the enforcement of the
standard, scheduled to have become effective January 1, 1972.
The purpose of the 1966 Safety Act is
"to reduce traffic accidents and deaths
and injuries to persons resulting from
traffic accidents," 15 U.S.C. § 1381.
In December 1971, after the Safety
Toward that end, Congress conferred
Administration
failed to amend Standupon the Secretary of the Department of
ard
117
so
as
to
obviate their objections
Transportation the power to establish
to
the
inclusion
of
two of Standard 109's
federal motor vehicle safety standards,::
performance
tests,
H & H Tir~ Compawhich are defined as "minimum standny, several other independent retreaders,
ard[s] for motor vehicle performance, or
and the American Retreaders' Associa~
motor vehicle equipment performance
tion, Inc. instituted suit in the District
.," 15 U.S.C. § 1391(2). The
Court for the Northern District of IlliSecretary in turn delegated this aut»ori-

i

and

ty to responcent National Highway·
Traffic Safety Administration (Safety
Administration).
The Act requires
compliance with the Administrative Pro~
cedure Act (the A.P.A.), 5 U.S.C. § 501
et seq.

I. 36 F.R. 7315 (April 17, 1971) (formal
issuance).
See also 32 F.R. 14278
(October 14, 1967) and 35 F.R. 4136
(March 5, 1970). For amendments un•·clnted to the petitioner's challenge here.
see 3G F.R. 20877 (Oct. 30, 1971). 36
F.n. 22239 (Kov. 23, 1971) and 3G F.n.
2-!814 (Dec. 23, 1971).
2. Retreading -involves the fusion, through

vulcanization, of a new tread into a tire
casing from which the prior tren•l has
been worn through use. The manufuc·
ture of retreaded tires, an imluMtry O\"er
fifty yPars old, accounts for aptlroximate·
ly one of every four tjres t•ro<luced in

the Unite<l States, or about fifty million
tires annually. There are some 8500
retreaders, most of wllom are small, in<lepentlen.t overators.
3. "The Secretary shall establish by order
allprotlriate Federal motor vehicle safety
stanllardR. Ench such Federal motor \ "Chicle Rafety standard shall be tJracticable.
shnll meet the need for motor vehicle
safety, mul shall be lltated in objective
terms."
15 u.s.c. § 1302(a) .
4. 36 F.R. 22!>14 (Dec. 2, 1071). See also
36 F.R. 23007 (Dec. 3, 1971).
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nois to have Standard 117 declared invalid and its enforcement enjoined. A
week later, the plaintiffs voluntarily dismissed the action, and H & H Tire Company filed the present petition for
review.11
Petitioner here urges that Standard
117 must be set aside because it allegedly is in excess of statutory authority and
was fashioned without observance of the
procedures required by law. Petitioner's attack on the substantive validity of
the standard centers on its incorporation
of Standard 109's "high speed" and "endurance" tests, which were developed
originally for new tires.G The issuance
of Standard 117 was allegedly procedurally improper because the Safety Administration failed to provide the "concise
general statement of [the standard's)
basis and purpose" required by Section
4 of the A.P.A., 5 U.S.C. § 553.
I

The scope of our review is prescribed
by Section 10 of the A.P .A., now 5 U.S.
c. §§ 701-706.
"When the issue on appeal is whether
a rule made in informal proceedings
5. The Safety Act, 15 U.S.C. § 139-l(a),
provides for direct review of fetleral
motor vehicle snfety standards by U. S.
courts of appeals. ·
6. The two challenged laboratory performance tests are adopted in § 5.1.1(e) ant!
§ 5.1.1 (f) of Standard 117. The tests
run tires under stress on a 67-inch
smooth steel laboratory wheel. In the
high speed performance test, the tire i><~
first run for a two hour brenk-in period
at GO m. p. h., the~ for % hour at 7fi
m. p. h., then lh hour at 80 m. p. b., and
finally for % hour at 8.5 m. p. h. At the
conclnslon of the test, the tire is not permitted to show signs of tread, ply, or
bead separation, chunking, or broken
cords. According to the Government,·
this test is designed to measure the tire's
ability to perform at high te'mveratures.
In the endurance test, a tire runs on the
laboratory wheel for 34 continuous hours
at a set rate of 50 m. p. h., with a weight
load that is pE>riotlically increasetl until
it is the equivalent of a 33% overload.
This test is allegedly designed to gauge
the ability of the tire to withstand loads
for extended periods of time.

[under A.P.A. § 4, 5 U.S.C. § 553)
meets the critetia of Section 10, the
court must necessarily go about the
application of that standard in a manner unlike its review of findings of
fact and conclusions of law compiled
in a formal proceeding [A.P.A. §§ 7,
8, 5 u.s.c. §§ 556, 557].
"This exercise need be no less
searching and strict in its wefghing of
whether the agency has performed in
accordance with the Congressional
purposes.
The paramount
objective is to see whether the agency,
given an essentially legislative task to
perform, has carried it out in a manner calculated to negate the dangers
of arbitrariness and irrationality in
the formulation . of rules for general
application in the future." Automotive Parts & Accessories Ass'n, Inc. v.
Boyd, 132 U.S.App.D.C. 200, 407 F.2d
330, 338 (1968).
If the requirements of Section 10 have
not been satisfied, we must "hold unlawful and set aside [the] agency action.
" A.P.A. § lO(e), 5 U.S.C. §
1
706.
The otber three tests tbat Standard
117 takes from Standard 109 are static
tests measuring resistance to the unseating of the tire from the tire rim ("bead
unseating" test), tire cord b()(ly strength
("breaking energy" test), and tire size.
1. 5 U.S.C. § 70(}: provides in pnrt:
"To the extent necessary to decision
and when presented, the reviev.ing
court shall decide all relevant questions
of law, interpret constitutional and
statutory provisions, and determine the
meaning or applicability of the terms
of an agency action.
The re,·iewing court shall(1) compel agency action unlawfully
withhel<l or unreasonably delayed; and
(2) hold unlawful ami set aside
agency a<"tion, findingt~, and conclusions
found to be-(A) arbitrarv. capricio11s, oil abuse of
discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law;
(B) contrary to constitutional right,
power, privilege, or immunity;
(C) in e.rce.•s of &tatutorv juri11dictio1&,
authority, or limitations, Ol' short of
statutory righ-t;
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The Safety Act provides that a proposed standard is to be "practicable," to
"meet the need for motor vehicle
safety," 8 to be based upon the consideration of relevant, available motor vehicle
safety data,9 and to be "reasonable,
practicable and appropriate" for the
particular item of motor vehicle equipment regulated, 15 U .S.C. §§ 1392, 1395.
Petitioner H & H Tire contends that
Standard 117 satisfies none of these
mandatory criteria for a proposed motor
vehicle safety regulation.
The House debate on its proposed
safety bill suggests that by "practicable"
the legislators meant that· all relevant
factors be considered by the agency, "in(D) without observance of procedure
required by law;
In making the foregoing determinations, the court shall review the whole
record or those parts of it cited by a
party, and due account shall be taken
of the rule of prejudicial error." [Em·
phasis added.]

I

I

8. The Act, defines ";.\lotor vehicle safety"
as follows:
"
the performance of motor
vehicles or motor vel1icle equipment in
such a manner that the public is protected against unreasonable risk of accidents occurring as a result of the design, construction or performance of
motor vehicles and is also protecte1l
against unreasonable risk of death or
injury to persons in the e\·ent accidents
do occur, and includes nonoperational
safety of such vehicles."
15 u.s.c. § 1391(1).
9. 'l'loe Act requires the Safety Administration to "conduct research, testing, development, and training necessary to carry
out the purposes of this subchapte~
. " Among the activities authorized are: ·
"(1) collecting data from nny source
for the purpose of determining the relationship between motor vehicle or motor vehicle equipment performance
characteristics and (A) accidents involving motor vehicles, allll (B) the
occ urrence of deatl1, or personal injury
resulting from such accidents;
"(2) procuring
eXIle rimental and other motor vebicles or mo·
tor vehicle equipment for re~earch a ml
testing purposes. .
"
15 F .S.C. § 13!lG(a) (1) anrl (2).
471 F.2d-23

eluding technological ability to achieve
the goal of a particular standard as well
as consideration of economic factors."
112 Cong.Rec. 19648 (Aug. 17, 1966).
The Report of the Senate Commerce
Committee recommending passage of the
Senate's version of the safety act, which
was the basis for the version ultimately
enacted, stated: "The committee recognizes
that the Secretary will
necessarily consider [in the issuance of
standards] reasonableness of cost, feasibility and adequate lead time." 2 U.S.
Code Cong. & Adm;News, 89th Cong., 2d
Sess., 1966, p. 2714.
Petitioner refers us to evidence in the
record 1° that production retread tires
I 0. Before the briefs were filed, the petitioner moved this court to allow the administrntive recorrl to be supplemented
by twehe additional exhibits: four are
depositions of Safety Administration officials taken pursuant to the dismissed district court proceedings, two are public
statements by the agency, and the rest
consist mainly of affidavits . embodying
sworn statements of fact that the petitioner states were previously submitted
to tl1e Safety Administration in informal
fom1. As this court orllered, the parties devoted part of their briefs to the
propriety of including tbese additional
materials.
Respondentll concede that the additional material is, to a large extent, an
elaboration of evidence previously submitted to tbe Safety Administration. To
tbe extent that "new evidence" is involved, they contencl that 15 U.S.C. §
1394(a)(2) · controls. That section authorizes the court of appeals to remand
n case to the agency for its consideration
of new evidence where the petitioner bas
shown rensonable grounds for its failure
to adduce the new evidence before the
agency.
'Ve have included the additional material in our review of the evidence in this
case. 'Ve do not agree with respondents
that the exhibits merely "encumber the
record." Further, and this is particularly true of the depositions of officials of
the Safety Administration, the material is
not "new" in the sense of being unknown
to the agency. To remand the case for
consideration of these few exbibits at this
·juncture would create even further delay
in the di~position of the controversy.
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cannot comply with Standard 117. With
one significant exception, te'3ts by the
tire industry revealed substantial rates
of failure for retreads on the endurance
and the high speed tests. The combined
failure rates were 28% on the endurance
test and 17% on the high speed test.
Only the Tire Retreading Institute, a division of the National Tire Dealers and
Retreaders Association, Inc., found that
100% of the tires it tested passed. As
petitioner points out, however, the
record does not establish whether the
few tires tested by the Institute were
randomly selected production retreads or
were new tire casings simply buffed and
retreaded. Although tests conducted by
the Safety Administration apparently
had varying results, the failure rates
there were also not insignificant.
The Government points out that some
retreaders have admitted they might be
able to redesign their tires so that they
would be more likely to pass the high
speed and endurance laboratory tests.n
We cannot agree that these statements
prove that Standard 117 satisfies Congress's intent that a safety standard be
both technologically and economically
feasible. The respondents refer us to no
analyses of the costs of such design
changes nor to determinations of how
long it would take the retreading industry to begin production of the redesigned retreads.
Standard 117 and the statute under
which it was pro~ulgated require every
producer of retreaded tires to certify
that each retreaded passenger tire it
manufactures to sell or introduce into
interstate commerce conforms to the
II. 'Ve note that analyses .il1 the record by

some retrctulers suggest that the rede·
signing of retreads to increase the like·
lihood of their p~ssing the Standard 109
tests might not eliminate all failures. Petitioner alleges that a significant percentage of retreads would still fail the tests.
And; according to at least one tire .expcrt,
a Firestone Tire & Rubber Comtlany
engineer, the design changes necessary
to improve laboratory performance may
degrade rather than promote the safety
of retreads in actual highway use.

standard. The Safety Act provides for
a civil penalty of up to $1<)00 for each
separate violation and a maximum penalty of $400,000 for any related series of
violations. 15 U.S.C. §§ 1397, 1398. In
light of the not negligible failure rate of
retreads as presently designed on the
two· challenged tests and the possibility
that the industry's best efforts might be
insufficient to insure prompt compliance
with Standard 117, the penalties established by the Act might have a considerable economic impact on the retreading
industry.
[1] These
considerations,
taken
alone, do not conclusively establish that
the issuance of Standard 117 violates
Section 10 of the A.P.A. We agree with
the Government that "the fact that a
government regulation may cause eco·
nomic hardship to a party does not make
such regulation unreasonable." The deleterious economic effect on the industry
of required compliance with Standard
117 mi$ht be permissible if retreads unquestionably were major safety hazards_
and if compliance with the standard
clearly enhanced retreads' safety under
on-the-road conditions. However, it appears to be a fair statement from the
record that, except for excessive wear
(bald or thin tires), tires in general, retreaded tires included, pose no significant safety problem.n Also, we have
some doubts whether Standard 117
meets the need for motor vehicle safety
as required by the authorizing statute.
The purpose of the regulation was to
provide the public .with retreaded passenger car tires capable of performing
safely under modern driving conditions,
12. Cf. In the Senate Report accompanying the bill ultimately passed, the Comme-rce Committee declared: "The Secretary is not expected to issue a standarcl
covering every component and function
of a motor vehicle, but only for those
vehicle characteristics that have a significant bearing on safety!' 2 U.S.Cocle
Cong. & Adm.News, R.'lth Cong., 2d Sess.
1966, p. 2714.

35 F .R. 4136,
spondents can
administrative
assertion that
appropriate to
treads in
"correlation'
valid goal an
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Administra
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35 F.R. 4136, 36 F.R. 7315. The resporidents can cite little evidence in the
administrative record in support of their
assertion that the challenged tests are
appropriate to predict the safety of retreads in road performance--that is,
"correlation"-and, thus, to achieve the
valid goal announced by the Safety Administration. Indeed, studies by the
Administration itself suggest the need
for further research on the degree to
which Standard 109's tests correlate
with road testing results.
Thus, we cannot conclude from the
record before us that the respondents
adequately investigated the practicability of Standard 117 before issuing it.
Rather, it appears that the Safety Administration minimized the importance
of a close inquiry into the costs to the
retreaders that Standard 117 would entail. It thereby adopted a rule which, if
implemented now, might possibly destroy a well-established industry. :I'he
agency acted precipitately, without adequate study.
Furthermore, the respondents seem to
overlook the fact that, if economic analyses were to show that retreaders would
~uffer severe economic hardship, either
by being forced out of business or by
being priced out of their market~ the retreaders' customers would also suffer.
As the Safety Administration stated in
its March 5, 1970 notice of proposed
rulemaking, "There is a large segment
of the motoring public that relies on retreaded tires for use on passenger cars."
35 F.R. 4136. In their responses tlf the
notice, some retreaders stated that purchasers of retreads are often persons
who cannot afford new tires or who, because of the expense of new tires, continue to use worn out tires much longer
than they, in safety, should. The Safety
Act explicitly recognizes · that tires may
be new or retreaded, e. g., 15 U.S.C. §
1402(g), § 1421(1). This certainly militates against the idea that Congress intended to authorize the respondents to
narrow the . selection or alternatives
available to consumers when they ~cide
to buy automobile tires.

We also agree with the analysis contained in Judge Stevens's concurring
opinion.
II

As we analyze the respondents' position, its underlying structure is that the
Safety Administration, pursuant to Congressional permission, utilized informal
rulemaking procedures rather than the
more formal adjudicatory processes and
because the standard promulgated related to safety it was virtually unchallengeable. The availability of informal rulemaking procedures is not equatable with
administrative fiat. There must · be
some assurance discernible that the administrative action was reasoned and
based on a consideration of relevant factors. Nor is the action to be saved by
the importance of the subject. We do
not minimize the desirability of all reasonable and practicable steps for the
diminution of highway carnage. That,
of course,· could be accomplished by the
elimination of all privately owned automobiles. We do not understand that
Congress had that in mind. Meeting the
"need for motor vehicle safety" may be
accomplished with much less and still be
"reasonable, practicable and appropriate."
[2, 3] From our examination and
analysis of the record, we hold.:that the
Safety Administration, when promulgating Standard 117, failed to inquire adequately into certain important topics,
thereby slighting statutorily-required
considerations, and, further, failed to
evaluate reasonably the relevant, available data. Cf. Shannon v. United States
Dept. of Housing & Urban Dev., 436 F.
2d 809, 81'9 (3d Cir. 1970), "When an
administrative decision is made without
consideration of relevant factors it must
be set aside"; Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal Power Commission, 354 F.2d 608, 612, 620 (2d Cir.
1965), "The Commission has an affirmative duty to inquire into and consider all
relevant facts." Hence, Standard 117 as
presently formulated does not meet the
Safety Act's requirements for safety
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standards,
particularly
subsections
1392(a), 1392(f)(l), (3), and (4). As
a spokesman for The Firestone Tire &
Rubber Company, a major new tire firm
that also produces retreads, noted, the
respondents have failed to "demonstrat[e] that
[Standard] 117
is necessary, or even useful, to effectuate the purposes of the Act of 1966."
Because of our decision concerning
the substantive invalidity of Standard
117, we do not address ourselves to petitioner's argument that the requirements
of Section 4 of the A.P.A., 5 U.S.C. §
~3. were not satisfied. ·
Insofar as Standard 117 incorporates
the high speed and endurance tests of
Standard 109, we set aside the order establishing the standard issued by the
Department of Transportation, acting
through the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration. The case is remanded for further proceedings not in-.
consistent with this opinion.
Set aside in part.
STEVENS, Circuit Judge (concurring).
As they are used, tires become less
safe. Anyone who elects to drive at an
excessive speed or on tires that have already traveled thousands of miles over a
variety of road surfaces assumes some
risk of tire failure. For that reason, at
some point in time most car owners
make a choice among four alternatives:
( 1) to continue driving on the old tires
they then own; (2) to replace them
with somewhat better used tires; (3) to
replace them with retreads; or ( 4) to
replace them with new tires.
Respondent has determined that the
third alternative Il1ay not be selected unless the retread will last as long and perform just as well as a new tire: If that
determination is enforced, the cost of reI. 15 U.S.C. § 1423.
2. 15

u.s.c.

§ 1426.

3. A reading of the entire Subchn11ter II
("Tire Safety"), 15 U.S.C. §§ 1421-1426,
pluinly indicates that Congress contem-

treads will increase and inevitably some
car owners will reject the third alternative. Some will prolong their use of old
tires: some .will replace worn tires with
others that are only slightly better; and
the most cautious will pay the price of a
new set of tires which may have a longer life expectancy than the used vehicle
on which they will be placed. Thus,
among the predictable effects of the enforcement of Standard 117 are the following: ( 1) some people will be driving
on less safe tires; (2) some people will
buy more expensive tires than they really need; and (3) since fewer retreads
will be sold, new tire manufacturers will
have less vigorous competition to face.
In short, there is a cost to society at
large associated with the enforcement of
Standard 117.
On the other hand, it is no doubt true
that the sale of defective retreads, or
the sale of retreads that will not perfonn as long or as well as drivers anticipate, may pose a significant safety hazard. M:y problem with this case stems
from the fact that there is nothing in
the record to indicate that respondent
assessed the magnitude of that potential
hazard, or considered whether measures
specifically m~ntioned in the statute,
such as fair labeling, tire quality
grading, 1 and limits on the age of tire
carcasses which can be retreaded,% would
sufficiently protect the consumer without curtailing his choice among apparently acceptable alternatives.a
Although I recognize that safety is
the "overriding consideration in the issuance of standards" under this Act,4
the statute requires respondent to consider whether a proposed standard is
"reasonable, ·practicable and appropriate" before it is prescribed.ll In my
opinion this duty has not been discharged until respondent has at least
identified some of the costs associated
!llatetl that retreads would remain a \iable consumer choice.
·
4. Senate Rep.No.1301, 89th Cong.. 2d Ses.s.
6 (1966), p. 2TI4.

5. 15

u.s.c.

§ 1392(f) (3).
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o\"tth the proposal and determined that for judgment n. o. v.; rather, it was a
•hr:>C costs are overridden by reasonably proper consideration in granting motion
• rcdictable benefits. Since no such con- for new trial.
Civil Procedure G=>2608
~dl.!ration is evidenced by this 1·ecord, I 2. Federal
In ruling on the sufficiency of eviurce that respondent failed to perform
dence, the trial court must take the
, statutory duty.
record as presented to the jury and cannot enter judgment n. o. v. on a record
altered by the elimination of incompetent evidence.
3. Federal Civil Procedure e=>2334

The proper remedy to correct any
evidentiary error, whether it involves direct or collateral issues, is new trial.
mncONTINENT BROADCASTING
COi\IPAl'!Y, a corporation,
Appellant,

v.
:'\OltTH CENTRAL AIRLINES, INC.,
Appellee.
No. 72-1301.

4. Federal Civil Procedure Q;::>2S34

For new trial to be granted on
ground of evidentiary error, the error
must have been prejudicial, and this necessarily implies failure of proof which
goes to the very heart of the case.
5. Evidence <S=>l77

Generally, an expert witness may
testify to and summarily state the net
result of having examined voluminous
Submitted Nov. 14, 1972.
books and records, but it is generally reDecided Jan. 17, 1973.
quired that the mass of records be
placed at the hand of the court or at
least made accessible to the opposing
In action seeking to recover lost
rofits for destruction of television tow- party.
er which WilS struck by aircraft, the 6. Federal Civil Procedure e=>2603
Assuming plaintiff failed to cont"nitc.l States District Court for the
form
to the best available evidence rule,
Oi11trict of Minnesota, William J . Lindsuch
failure was purely evidentiary in
cnr. Senior District Judge, granted denature
and its legal effect was appropri'-:ndant's motion for judgment n. o. v.
ate
only
when motion for new trial, not:
and, in the alternative, its motion for ·
nl'W trial, and plaintiff appealed.
The for judgment n. o. v., was under consideration .
ourt of Appeals Lay Circuit Judge
..dll that grounds' that' the trial court ~ Federal Civil Procedure e=>2SS4
It was peculiarly within the competrred in admission of certain evidence
"ld that plaintiff failed to conform to tence of the trial courtto grant a new
' · bt•~t aYailable evidence rule were not trial on basis·of evidentiary rulings, and
.tppropriate to motion for judgment n. o. holding that the trial court did not
: rather, they were proper considera- abuse its discretion in doing so did not
necessarily place a stamp of imprimatur
t '"~ in granting motion for new trial.
.Judgment set aside and case re- on the trial court's evidential rulings.
United States Court of Appeals,
Eighth Circuit.

.

"'

uukd for new trial.
1. 1-\ 'd••ral Civil Procedure c::>2603

~r~mnd that trial court erred in its
•1mt,;~ton of certain evidence was not
'I il!'npriate in connection with motion
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Roger T. Sahr, Minneapolis, Minn.,
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